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Preface to Third Edition

INFORMATION SYSTEMS SUMMARIES

The Information Systems Iranch of the Office of Naval Research has as its fundamental concern the
enhancement of the Navy's (and the nation's) capabilities in national defense, to be accomplished through
the specific medium of advancing the state-of-the-art in information systems. In keeping with the nature
and mission of the Office of Naval Research, this effort is channeled primarily into the uncovering and
dissemination of new knowledge. Although such knowledge hopefully will be useful subsequently for
developing, improving, or supporting defense systems, responsibility for effecting such specific use of the

knowledge is normally retained by other agencies of the Navy or the Department of Defense.
A program of basic and applied research in the information sciences, carried out under contract at

universities, research institutes, and industrial laboratorisP, serves as the mechanism for uncovering
knowledge. This program is planned, administered, and guided entirely by Information Systems Branch
"personnel, but extensive efforts are made continually to ensure that the program is responsive to the needs
of the Navy and coordinated with related programs carried out by other groups.

The task of estimating the Navy's future requirements for mechanized information handling is a dif-
ficult one, since the Navy's activit:e2 span most forms of warfare, all known environments, and nearly all
human occupations. Furthermore, the cost of doing such business is high, time is a perishable commodity,
and the penalties for being technologically outflanked are catastrophic. However, two major critical
problem areas may be isolated; these are computer augmentation of human reasoning (e.g., in command
control, intelligence processing, scientific restarch) and reduction of tremendous quantitites of informa-
tion (e.g., in inventories, photointerpretation, -)ther scientific work). These major problem areas can be
interpreted in terms of machine requirements: the Navy must have much higher computation speeds.
much closer man-machine "coupling," and the ability to handle mechanically a much wider variety of tasks;
further, the machines which provide these capabilities must be more thoroughly reliable, more reasonably
sized, and better priced than is possible at present.

As a mechanism to aid rational management of -esearch across this broad collection of requirements,

the Information Systems Branch has tried several classification schemes for the information sciences as
they relate to machines. Each has offered certain advantages but none succeeded either in eliminating or,
conversely, in demonstrating the numerous interactions which exist between various segments of the
overall subject area. The taxonomy used in this report .-- he same one tried in the second edition of this
annual series-appears to work in practice at least as well as any others. Three broad divisions are involved:
they concern respectively general information science, man-machine symbiosis, and information processing
machinery per se.

General information sciences, the first division, involves primarily the theoretical work required for
extending the understanding of information and of the systems vhich manipulate it. Classical information
theory is of course included, as are other appropriate areas of applied mathematics such as logic, numerical
analysis, and automata theory. This division tends also to serve as a catch-all for subjects which will not
fit reasonably in:-, the other major divisions.

Machine interaction with humans, the second division, is central to our interests and, in a very real
sense, serves as the raison d'etre of the Information Systems Branch. It includes research leading toward
such important applications as information retrieval. language analysis, automated teaching, command.
control, and intelligence. Interwoven inextricably with these, of course, are more specific subjects such as
computer programming, display techniques, time-sharing, heuristic processes. and pattern recognition.

However. progress toward machine aid to humans is dependent also upon many advances in machines

themselves, without regard to their social environment, and thus the third mijor division concerns im-
pro•ed information processing machines. Self-organization-taken here to include learning machines,
implicit programming, bionics, anastomotics, and other forms of self-adaptation-- is a primary subject of
concern. So is the investigation of various physical phenomena whkh hold promise ftr improved computer
capabilities, such as optical and pneumatic techniques and magnetic and solid-state efftcts. Somewhat more
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specialized subjects are also of interest, such as hybrid analog/digital techniques and multi-processing
methods. Automatic control can be studied without consideration of human inte.action, and thus pertains
here. Finally, the construction of large experimental machines to test new principles is of considerable
interest but, unfortunately, generally costs too much for austere research budgets.

Dissemination of the results, and their implications, stemming from the research program in these
areas takes many forms in order to serve a vareity of purposes. Three distinct classes of recipients exist,

T* each having its own requirements: development and engineering personnel need new ideas and techniques
to solve their technical problems or to suggest new approaches; members of the scientific community need
detailed knowledge of both new research findings and also new research tools and techniques; and research
and development management personnel need current and projected status information on the state of
technology and the cosft in time, dollars, and manpower of pushing it forward. To satisfy these users the
Information Systems Branch utilizes several media. Technical reports and report summaries from con-
tractors are distributed wide',. A series of Data Processing Seminars is conducted approximately monthly,
and major symposia are sponsoted from time to time in newly developing technological areas. A Digi'al
Computer Newsletter is published quarterly. This report itself represents an effort to acquaint intercsted
personnel with the Information Systems Branch program and with a sampling of current significant re-
search in the information sciences.

Additional details of specific research tasks sumiarized in this report would best be obtained from the
appropriate principal investigators, since they are, after all, the specialists in their respective subjects.
However, information concerning general areas of research in the information sciences, or the Navy's
contract research program therein will be supplied g!adly by any member of the technical staff of the
Information Systems Branch. At present this staff consists of Richard H. Wilcox (Head), Gordon D.
Goldstein. Donald K. Pollock, Margo A. Sass. and LTJG S. Jack Mathis. This report is the result primarily
of the efforts of Mr. Mathis, with valuable assistance from Mrs. Yvonne Kilgore and Miss Elaine Strohl.
Much appreciation is due also to the individual resea-ch investigators, who prepared drafts of their own
task summaries.

One final note: just as with the two preceding editors of Information Systems Summaries, preparation
and publication times remain as major difficulties; the information contained in this edition is in general
accurate as of November 1964. Some modifications (hopefully, improvements) have been incorporazed,
bu.t additional suggestions will be welcomed and given careful consideration. Feedback still appears to be
the best technique for reducing errors and achieving desired objectives.

Washington. D.C. Richard H. Wilcox
July 1965 liformation Systems Branch

Office of Naval Research
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL INFORMATION THEORY

S. GOLDMAN

Syracuse University
Syracwe, New York

TASK NO. NR049-117 CONTRACT Nonr 669(10)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is a theoretical study of multidimensional information. An attempt is being
made to generalize the concepts of classical one-dimensional information theory to several
dimensions. Studies of the natural biological world are sometimes used to suggest optimum
mnethods of information translation.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOM!P71SHMENTS

A study of the waveshape and coherence propertiec of light based upon the principles of
quantum mechanics was continued. This was combined with a program of using the tools 3f
conmmunicauion theory in dealing with quantum mechan;cal problems and in using the points-
of-view of communication theory in attempting to assess the significance of different aspects
of quantum mechanics.

We have used results recently found 1,y others concerning waveshape and coherence prop-
erties of thermal and of coherent radiation and extended them to superpositions of Jiermal
and coherent radiation, and we have shown some of the relations of these results to communi-
cation theory. We have also shown how the techniques which we have developed can be used to
simplify earlier work of others.

In the second part of this work, which is still continuing, we are studying the properties of
photons, particularly as they are related to the waveshape and coherence properties of light in
time and space, to photon correlation experiments, and to emission and absorption. Mo.t of
the results we have so far obtained in this part of the work are not new, but they are seen frc m
a different point-of view.

The third part of the work dealing with the applkaion of communication theory to quan-
tum mechanics is in its early stages.

A study of the significance of noise and of the failures of noise reduction in aging processes
is also underway.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

"Carriers in Commuaicat;om, and in Phvsiokgy" by Stanferd Goldman. PERSPECTIVES i'
Biology and Meditinw, Vol. VII, No. 2. Winter, 1964, pages 159-168, University of Chicago Press,
Chkiago, Illinois.

"On the (Zuantum Mechanical Aspects of the Waveshape of Electromagnetic Radiation.-
bv Gerard Lachs. Report N,,. iE-494-649 T-7 of the Syracuse University Research Institute.
Svracuse. Ne% York 13210.
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RESEARCH IN INFORMATION THEORY

A. THOMASIAN
S~University oj California

Berkeley, California

PRINCIPAl. ASSOCIATES: D. BLACKWELL, L. BREiMAN, A. GILL

TASK NO. NR 049-124 CONTRACT Nonr 222(53)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is a cooperative effort, by both statisticians and electrical engineers, to investi-
gate various formal problems of information processing. Specifically. classical information
theory techniques are examined to determine their applicability and bounds of validity, and
extension of the techniques are sought.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Extensive research has beea carried out in a wide variety of problem areas including: new
information transmission situations, relations between information theory and general proba-
bility theory, pattern recognition, deterministic sequential machines, probabilistic sequential
machines, dynamic programming, traffic flow, and quality control.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

D. Blackwell, 1, Breiman, and A. J. Thomasiarn, "Proof of Shannon's Transmission The-
orem for Finite-State Indecomposable Channeis," Ann. Math. Stat., Vol. 29, No. 4, December
1958 (Issue No. 226, January 20, 1959).

A. Gill, "Minimum-Scan Pattern Recognition," IRE Trans. on A iformation Theory, Vol. IT-5,
No. 2, June 1959 (Issue No. 233, March 23, 1959).

D. Blackwell, L. Breiman, and A. J. Thomasian, "The Capacity of a Class of Channels,"
Ann. Math. Stat., Vol. 30, No. 4, December 1959 (Issue No. 282. May 23, i960).

D. Blackwell, "Infinite Codes for Memoryless Channels," Ann. Math. Stat., Vol. 30, No. 4,
December 1959 (Issue No. 281. May 23. 1960).

M. Freeman, "Monte Carlo Estimates of Excursion Probabilitics of a Gaussian Process."
(Issue No. 272, March 30, 1960).

A. Gill, "Optimal Organization of Serial Memory Transfers." IRE Trans. on Eltctronc
Conspuiers. Vol. EC-9. No. 1. March 1960 (Issue No. 311. August 29, 1960).

A. Gill, "Minimiza~ion of Cntact Networks Subject to Reliability Specifications," IRE Tran.
tm Ekrctvom CLowmtvrs. Vol. EC.9. No. i. March 191k) (Issue No. 308, August 22, 1966).

A. (Gill. "On a Class of "lransplnttotln Priblem.,"j. %lath. PMS.. ., %'). 39, No. 1. Apt il 1964)
(Issue No. 302. july 28, 1%60).

A. J. "ho-nasian. "Error Bounds for tontinuous (hannel." Pror o/ th- Fourth London
Sypojuum anlqorwmabon Thror. Ed. bs( C. (berry. Bhtterworh, ilondon, 1961 (Issue No. 278.
April 28. 1960).
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A. j. Thomasian, "An Elementary Proof of the AEP of Information Theory," Ann. Math.
Stat.. Vol. 31, No. 2,June 1960 (Issue No. 318, September 19, 1960).

M. M. Katz and A. J. Thomasian, "An Exponential Bound for Functions of a Markov
Chain," Ann. Math. Stat., Vol. 31, No. 2. June 1960 (Issue No. 319, September 19, 1960).

L. Breinian, "On Achieving Channel Capacity in Finite Memory Channels," Illinois J.
Math., June 1960 (Issue No. 288, June 27, 1960).

A. Gill, "A Comparison of Finite-State Models," IRE Trans. on Circuit Theory, Vol. CT-7,
No. 2, June 1960 (Issue No. 323, October 26, 1960).

D. Biackwell, L.. Breiman, and A. J. Thomasian, "The Capacities of Certain Channel Classes

Under Random Coding," Ann. Math. Stat., Vol. 31, September 1960 (Issue No. 437, February
20, 1962).

D. Blackwell, "Exponential Error Bounds for Finite-State Channels," Proc. of the Fourth

Berk. Symp. on Math. Stat. and Prob., Vol. 1, Univ. of Calif. Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1961
(Issue No. 466, August 13, 1962).

IL. Breiman. "Optimal Gambling Systems for Favorable Games," Proc, of the Fourth Berk.
Symp. on Math. Stat. and Prob., Vol. 1, Univ. of Calif. Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1961
(Issue No. 467, August 13, 1962).

M. Katz and A.J. Thomasian, "A Bound for the Law of Large Numbers for Discrete Markov
Processes," Ann. Math. Stat., Vol. 32, No. 1, March !961 (Issue No. 291, July 1, 1960).

L. Breiman, "Another Approach to Information Theory," (Issue No. 304, August 15, 19fn).
A. J. Thomasian, "The Metric Structure of Codes for the Binary Symmetric Channel."

Proc of the Fourth Berk. Syrmp. on Math. Stat. and Prob., Vol. 1, Univ. of Calif. Press, Berkeley 1965!
(1k3ue N".. 305, August 15, 1960).

A. ill, "Analysis of Nets by Numerical Methods," (Issue No. 320, September 23, 1960).
C. B. Bell, D. Blackwell, L. Breiman, "On the Completeness of Order Statistics," Ann. Math.

Stat., Vol. 31, No. 3, September 1960.
A. Gill, "Characterizing Experimients for Finite-Memory Binary Automata," IRE Trans. on

Electronic Computers, Vol. EC-9, No. 4, December 1960 (Issue No. 345, February 14, 1961).
A. Gill, "State-identification Experiments in Finite Automata," Inf. and Control, Vol. 4, No.

2, September 1961 (Issue No. 413, Novemlber 13, 1961).
D. Blackwell. "On the Funtional Equation of Dynamic Programming,"J. of Math. Analysis

and AppAations, Vol. 2. 1961 (isste No. 380, Julv 5, 1961).
D. Blackwell, "Minimax and Irreducible Matrices," J. of Math. Anal.bsis and App/ica.oion,

Vol. 3, No. I, August 1961
A. Gill, "A Note on the Minimal kt. 1wesentation of Triggering Matrices," Quart..Appi. Math.,

Vol. 1, No. 1, April 1961 (Issue No. 357, May 17, 1961).
R. N. Miller, "A Modification of Hamming Codes for Use in Error-Detection," (Issue No.

419. November 21, 1961).
J. W. Carlyle, "Equivalent Stochastic Sequential Machines," (Issue No. 415, November 14,

196.1.
A. Gill, "Cascaded Finite-State Machines," IRE Trans. on Electronic Computers, Vol. EC-I0.

No. 3, September 1961 (Issue No. 412, October 27, 1%,A).
J. J. Birch, "Approximations for the Entropy for Functions o! Markov Chains," .Ann. Mtath.

Stat., Vol. 33, No. 3, September 1962.
1). Blackwell, "Discrete Dynamic Prtgramming,".4nn. Math Stat., Vol. 33. No. 2. Juit' 1962

(Issue No. 468. August 13. 1962).
L.. Breiman, "The Poissim Tendenri,, in l'railic Distributiom,." (sist" No. 473. .\,tgu-rt 22.

1 62).
A. .1. ihon.isian. "A Finite Criterion for lndte-)mpthsale Chatinels." ..Ini. Malth. Stlat..

Vol. 14. No. I. Marth 13.t .
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L. Breiman, L. LeCam, and L. Schwartz, "Consistent Estimates and Zero-one Sets," August
1962.

L. Breiman, "A Model for Quality Control," October 1962.
G. K. Machol, "Randomized Policies for Stochastic Sequential Systems," (Issue No. 488,

December 10, 1962).
T. J. Wagner, "Generalized Coding and Uniform Finite-Memory Codes," (Issue No. 492

December 26, 1962).
A. J. Thomasian, "Foundations of Information Theory," to appear in IEEE Trans. on

Information Theory.
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APPLICATIONS OF INFORMATION THEORY

L. BRILLOUIN

Columbia University
New York, New York

TASK NO. NR 049-133 CONTRACT Nonr 266(56)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with relatively unconventional aspects and applications of informa-
tion thtory. This includes such topics as the derivation of uncertainty principles from infor-
mation restrictions on scientific observation, and also the informational aspects of biochemistry.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A paper on the basic assumptions in science was published by the big Italian review "Civilti
delle Machine" (Civilization of Machines).

A paper on the "Arrow of Time" was read at the "1964 International Congress for Logic,
Mcthodology and Philosophy of Science, held in Jerusalem last August and September." This
paper was very well received and met with general approval. It is to be printed in the official
reports of the Cong,-ess. We presently prepare a presentation of this paper as one of our techni-
cal reports.

A discussion of the basic concepts of Relativity leading to a revision of some of its basic
assumptions was presented (in French) to the "Acad~mie des Sciences" in Paris. A first draft is
being printed by the 'Journal de Physique" and the whole problem will be written for a paper to
the National Academy of Sciences in Washington. Many scientists are already working on new
applications of the author's ideas, that lead to many revisions of relativistic mechanics.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Tensors in Mechancs and Elastacitv, a translation from the French book published by Masson,
Paris, translated by Robert 0. Brennan, S. J., altogether 478 pages. Academic Press.

Scientifi UnLertaintt, and Information, 164 pages, a thought-provoking book, presenting a
com6plete reappraisal o0 the philosophical foundations of science, and emphasizing the fact that
modern physics had to renounce to strict determinism, w hich is replaced everywhere by loose
causality, with probability laws in all elementary processus. Academic Press.
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LOGICAL DESIGN OF COMPUTER NETS

A. BURKS

1University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

TASK NO. NR 049-114 CONTRACT Nonr 1224(21)

FROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is devoted to the study of automata theory and the logical design of computer nets.
Four basic problems in logical design are being investigated; behavior specification, analysis,
synthesis, and minimality.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Two principal areas are under investigation. The first of these has to do with algebraic
formulations of automata theory (where the automata under consideration need not necessarily
be firite). Many algebraic formulations of finite automata theory have been proposed and
employed. Each of these formulations appears to have value; according to the particular prob-
lems considered and solutions sought, one or another of these various formulations appear
to have natural advantages. The presence of many alternative formulations leads one to con-
sider the possibility of a more abstract algebraic theory, embracing all the present formulations,
and hopefully, throwing tight on deeper, more essential properties of automata and on the
interrelationshps between the various formulations. The framework presently being considered
for this more abstract theory is that of category theory Several results such as the completeness
of the representation and its relevance to the problems suggested have already been obtained.

The second area of research is that of growing cellular automata as formulated by John
von Neumann. A detailed description of the construction of a universal machine in the von
Neumann cellular system has been completed, and various improvements to particular sub-
machines of the universal machine have been described.

The research in both of the above mentioned areas is continuing. The research in the
first area should lead to a deeper, clearer understanding of both finite and infinite machines;
the research in the scw)nd area should lead to a deeper understanding of the construction
and programming of machines which grow, adapt, and duplicate.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

"Variants of Thatcher's Algorithm for Constructing Pulsers," S. Hedetniemi, Technical I
Report, August 1964.!

"Outline for an Algebraic Study of Event Automata," V. Give'on, Technical Report. June
1964.

"The Theory of Algebraic Automata 1: %forphisms and Regular Systems." Y. Give'on.
Technical Report, January 1964.

"Notes on Mathemaucal Automata Theory," J. W. Thatcher. Technical Note. December
1963.
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"Transition Graphs and the Star-Height of Regular Events," L. C. Eggan, Michigan Mathe-
malicalJourmal, Vol. 10 (1963), pp. 385-397.

"Universality in the von Neumann Cellular System," J. W. Thatcher, Technical Report,
October 1964.
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BIAX PERCEPTRON

J. HAWKINS

Aeronutronic Division, Phiko Corp.
Newport Beach, California

TASK NO. NR 048-146 CONTRACT Nonr 2913(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with research on self-organizing computer networks, analogous
to neural perception networks, capable of adjusting internal variables in the presence of inputs
and error signals so as to perform sophisticated recognition of significant features present
in the input. I

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During previous work several general features of successful learning networks had emerged:
(1) minimizing the number of elements a' -red; (2) selecting elements for undergoing weight
change whose sums are nearest zero; (3) allowing the network to participate in determining
the effectiveness of tent-.tive changes to see if they should be made permanent; (4) allowing
each element to make, -.s nearly as possible, an autonomous decision as to whether to alter its
weights; and (5) providiig a number of weights and elements in the network somewhat in excess
of the minimum needed to generate the required outputs. These requirements arose as a
result of various empirical data including computer simulations of networks.

During the present reporting period these principles were incorporated in a new computer
simulation of a learning network r.,_ using an IBM 7090. The specific model chosen in-
volved restricting intertonnecting weights (those attached to inputs of elements whose sources
are other elements) to be posilive, and using a common shifting bias term in each element's
sum to perturb that element's state during a corrective prcess.

A total of about 2000 learning network trials were run using this simulation program.
The results showed a considerable improvement over the cruder model used previously.
In particular, the previous difficulty of endlessly repeating cycles was not encountered with
the improved model. However, comparative series of various ti ials revealed that th%: inter-
connecting, positive weights appeared to contribute very little to the learning process.

To correct this difficulty a revision has been made to !his computer program which allows
negative as well as positive interconnecting weights, and which replaces the simpler common
bias perturbation with a more complex one. A thorough testing of this model, and comparisons
with the |,ositise weight model, are in preparation now.

"T-he above trials involved small numbers ofi inputs. A number of further simulations were
made using a 32. by 32 array (it binary inputs iepresenting small photographs. Learning trials

•hKih were required to select (ertain features out of a series of 100 photogra|.|zs resulted in
%ery rapid learning. This continued to be the (ase when rotated versions of thest images were
added. It Is planned to alter the program to alkow for magneti( tape storage of the images
s) that a much larger number tan be used in learning experiments.

8



RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Roger A. Stafford, "Multi-Layer L.earzming Networks," Aug. 25, 1964, WESCON Paper
#3.3 (set to official distribution list).

Roger A. Stafford, "A Learning Network Model," Oct. 13, 1964, Paper delivered at ONR
Los Angeles Invitational on Biophysics.

9
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ULTRA-RELIABLE COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

II. SHAPIRO

Systems Research Group
Mineola, New York

PRINCIPAL ASSOCIATE: J. ENTERLINE

TASK NO. NR 048-173 CONTRACT Nonr 3702(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this task is to develop experimental devices and test techniques which
will be useful in the design and evaluation of ultra-reliable computer systems and sub-systems.
Typical techniques to be investigated are simple and adaptive voting systems, self-diagnosis
of errors, and anastomotic methods. Quantitative methods for analysis, test, and evaluation
of such techniques will also be investigated.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The basic logic biock for the ULTREC I computer has been completely redesigned. Al-
though the cores used and the redundant techniques are still the same, the number of turns
on each core has been changed and two transistor flip flops and a transistorized driver have
been added to the core module. With these two major changes it has been pvoved that each
core module can now handle the required loads. A five bit shift register was b;eadboarded and
debugged. The operation proved to be very satisfactory.

Various other tests were conducted utilizing ring counters and shift regiiters with m,-,rity
logic. The %econd of the previous mentioned major changes is the number of turns on each
core. The "F and "M" shift windings have reduced by a factor of 60 to 1. The primar% reason
for this change was to eliminate the problems encountered in driving a long string of core
modules. Several test cores were wound and breadboarded with the new core module circuitry.
In using this approach costs are minimized by utilizing some of the old shift registers.

Another major ark:a accomplished during phasý I of this project is the design cf the Input'
Output unit. The ILO consists of a Fiexowriter and the associated rela\ transistor circuitry.
These circuits are used as an interface between the 1 0 buffer and FHexowritcr.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS
*,,ti~tle
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REDUNDANT SYSTEMS RESEARCH

W. MANN
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Baltimore, Maryland

TASK NO. NR 049-179 CONTRACT Nonr 3842(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this task is to devise and investigate several forms of redundancy in logical
systems and to develop associated techniques for evaluation and optimization of systems syn-
thesized using these techniques.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The susceptibility of nonredundant electronic networks to error limits their effectiveness
for the performance of complex tasks in environments in which repair is impracticable and
failure is unacceptable. To overcome the limitation, - number of investigators have proposed
the use of redundancy - the incorporation of extra parts such that some parts may fail without
disturbing the function performed by the network.

This study is curr.ntlv concerned with "multiple-line" redundancy, a partcular form of
a concept introduced by von Neumann. Replicas of the original circuits of the non-redundant
network are operated in parallel such that at any point a number of lines carry nominally
identical signals. Functions called restorers are incorporated into the redundant network to
corredt errors that appear on the lines. Previous investigations have shown that multiple-line
r'edundancy is an effective means for increasing reliability.

During the past year research has concentrated on the development of a synthesis pro-
cedure for design of multiple-line redundant networks of arbitrary topology. The procedure
optimizes the placement of sets of voting circuits in the network under a cost minimization
criterion which includes linear penalties for weight, power, and probability of mission failure.
A computer program which implements the procedure for order -3 majority voted networks
has been developed. The program uses a reliability analysis technique prtviously developed
under this (ontrac t0r such systems. The program has not been fully evaluated, but with minor
ni(Kjifi(ations it was used suctessfullh on a design study of a digitil spacecraft timing system
tor jet Propulsion l.aiboratt( ries.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUbLICATIONS

"The Swithesis (it Redultdant %Itluhple-l.ine Net orks," - S••nd Annual Replrt. %Ma1 i,
196-1. This rI-VIrt is selft-.mit.ined and (l(w% not ;equiie reading of preious repowts.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS

K. BARBER

HRB -Singer, Inc.
State College, Pen nsvlvania

TASK NO. NR 348-001 CONTRACT Nonr 3818(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-10-02

TASK DESCRIPTION

The efforts of this task have been broken into four distinct, but ir terfa(. ing studies. These
include: (1) research directed toward the testing and continued evolution of the Operational
Network Evaluation methodology for the evaluation of information collection and intc rpret r tion
systems; (2) the investigation of profiling techniques leading to the compiiation of dj~ta from
which knowledge can be derived for particular information sources; (3) the structural analysis
ot selected naval intelligence networks within the fleets in terms of input-output requirements;
and (4) a feasibility study concerned Wi1lI the creation of an intelligence engineering discipline.

SUMMARY OF' RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Operational Network Evaluation has progressed in its development to the level where
the first test of the method: Aogies involved was recently conducted. The Integrated Operational
Intelligence System (1O1S) was selcted as the test vehicie and was carefully studied and broken
into a well defined network structure. The evaluation demonstrated both the potential of the
O.N.E. to perform its intended mission and the need for naval participation in the assignment
of weighting factors to basic terms within the evaluation structure.

State-of-the-art studies were concluded in the various areas pertinent to information
systemis. The four areas studied included: (1) enemyv weapon s%5tems; (2) naval sensors, (3)
naval communications systems; and1 (4) information handling, and processing systems. A small
effort is still being expended to continuously update these studies of the state-of-the-art.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

L. A. Doggett, Bibliograpky of Project HOIST Data Files, 352-R-6, 25 September 1963.
E. S. Carter,, On the .Veed for a Military Intelligence Discipline, 352-R-8, November 1963.
D. W. \IcKinnev, W. D Files, Evaltiated Trends in the Proj'ected EnemiY Envron~rient, 352-R-9,

20 April 1964.
D). R. HilcI, Evaltiated Trenib in N\aval Cft>mtinunatio~ns State-z;/-t4e-.4rt, 352-R-1I0, April 1964.
J. i.. Onecill, I rends iA' fu*l In/ormnation S~cien~es Re!atei'e to N'aval Intelligew-e NVeed. 352-R- 11.

Jill% 1964.'
WV. D. Files. Etwaluated Trend5 tin S, .%or State-of-the-Art Relatn., to N\aval Intelli gence Needsi.

352-11-12 No~ember 1964.
F. S. :.Irter. Expecaimental lienitto,ýl (L% an . fpproch tit Problem Sewi'ag. uwiatitu papte: pIF--

senreci at the S\ niposikiii on Com ( putie .- ug::wntatiOn oft lfitui Reasoninig, j uk 1%64. ( n
tied Dist ribution.)

D. J. ?Ptni,l \"-' Iri/ormatwon . 'Nn itt lit III p*a P''' p-t-selIed it Ii t, Ni thleastri n Stirs~c
Na\v% Researd h and [)e~clopinent ( hni . No~ einbcr I 964. I .itnited Distriiut lol.)
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SELF-ORGANIZING MACHINES

C. ROSEN
Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, CalIorflta

PRINCIPAL ASSOCIATES: A. NOVIKOFF, N.. NIL.SSON, R. 0. D)UDA, J. ~A AC ANIJY

TASK NO. NR 049-169 CONTRACT Nonr 3438(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

T-his task Involves theoretical resea--ch on varitous aspects of self-organizing machines.
Of particular interest is "functior modeling," an effort to derive from the final internal organi-
zation of a self-organizing machine an ana1vtical or logical description of a process which it
has previotisi' "learnied."

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(1) Function Modeling

Previous studies had demonstrated that networks of adaptive threshold4 elements can be
used to approximate or model functions with manN independent variables. An experimiental
studyv in which these techniques have been successfully applied to certain statistical prediction
p)roblems has been completed. Efl'Ort is no,.% being directed at obtaining information from the

convrgedvalues of the weights. with particulat emph!,asis onusing the wegtvaustorn
the input variables in order of their importance.

(2) Training Methods fbr inconisistent Dafta

The presence oif niti-'nsistent samples in ai body of training data cat' g--eatly- degr-ade the
perfrtimanei fai datvenewr. patclrvi typical samples are among the last used

tot training. An idealizedl version of this p~roblem has been investigated. viz , the training of
a1 single thIi e'.hold logitc unit on lii teat] separable but ranttonmly mislabeled patterns. Foir this
cast, thle standard ervor-w rrectioti rules gime i's1.e to a Nlat k v% pr ices% thIe %%eight % ectors ob-
1,ti1ed beinug a's "oktat u %it il thle --tales of thle pro ess. Cotidit itns havec been ftm utn tnder

%hit Ii the 1tinw-aIý- vage of thle weight Nectors cotl erges (\twitl probabIhtv one) Io at sol titiOn
t(III In lose. (,t's Io it \\1l the limiting average %%eight \ector is not it solutioii vector,

expet~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~iu imna ctl ae~tiinta t etrac suu uh better than that of\\~ eight

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Da1 da. R. 0. .) W. \lat latik, and R. C, Singletmn. Fun itioi, \!odecling Expetiments.

SR I let hniital 't.1ii tO pre-pared for the ( )tbte (it N ai *tl Re!search. W~ashingtoit 25i. D.C.I.. tunder

onrtnt i.o m 343S$)th, Dettettohv 1963.
D~uda. R. 0 ., and R. C .- Singirto n. "Training a Thirsho ld Logic L'nit with Imnpterfc'ctl%
( .k~ltd ~tte~us ;itaetitedt at !!1( 1964 W~estci: lt it Finotm Show and ( omn eti',n. L~os

,\ngeles,. August 19634,
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AUTOMATA THEORY AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Y. BAR-HILLEL

Hebrew Univce rsl1

Jerusalem, Israel

TASK NO. NR 049-130 CONTRACT N 62558-3510

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK I)ESCRIPTION

This task is devoted to study or analysis of automata theory, general information retrieval,
and mechanical translation. The objective is to develop groaeral principles which lead to prac-
tical solutions of these problems and may serve to guide future equipment research.

SUMMARY OF RECENT' ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Rabin co'itinued work on problems of Automata Theory, in particular determined relative
strengths of one-tape versus two-tape real-time comput',tion procedures, also applied Theory
of Automata to so!ve word problem of commutative seni-groups. He fuither continued work
on certain "sequential calculi" which are formal languages suitable for description of finite
automata and sequential circuits. He obtained several positive and negative results concerning
existence of effective solutions for various decision problems concerning this calculus.

Machover and Levv continued work on book on recursive functions of ordinal numbers,
extending the notion of computability to transfinite numbers.

Gaifman worked on generalizanion,• of the notion of computability, developing a notion
of algorithm applicable not just to natural numbers but also to more general domains.

.\fachover %\orked on lIksniewski's logical calculi which hate the property, shared \\ith
natural languages, that the nviming of a s\ mhol depends on its context. He devised an eflecti\ e
procedure assigning correct s\ ntactiual categories to all phi ases in a ga~en context.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Y. Bar-Hille;. l.anguage and ln/or,-.'18wn: Selected Es.a's on The!, lt.eror and .,p/wcatwn.
Addlion-\Wesie%, 1%A64,

\l. Mathomer. (:iite.xtual Determinaac ia Grameuke, (ramar, l hnical Rep,,t No. 16,

Mav 1 %4.
M. Rabin and H. Wang, Words in the Htstov if a Tuvng Machine with F'xed Input. Jour.

of the Av.* of- Computing \1achiner%. October 1964.
.I. Rabin. Reat-timt (Com-rpatt:' n, Israel Jour. ot Mathematics, Januwtr l(R4.
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THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF MACHINES

K. KROHN\
6001 Dunhami Spirings Road

Nashville, Tewn-zc see

TI>,K NO. NR 049-187, CONTRAC;T Nonr 4138(00)

'Rr9j. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

Ihc prinicipai cib~jeciives of this contract -ire to further dlevelop) the theoretical basis of the
.. \rebakTheorky of' Machines' andl 1o -xplore the possible applications of' this theory to

inf'Ci-niation theor\ . probabi listic machines. and actual corniputingý hardv~are.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENkTS

The central problem for finite semligroups and finite state inachines on \\hInch we ha~e
l)Ccii working IS ou-tlined in the introduiction to (;opiplexit'y of Finite Semigroups. Succinctly stated,
the problem is to find all minimial dlecomp~ositions of a given arbitrary finite state machine.

The matjor progress nxide during this contract are the -esuilts on the complexity of finite
staite machines. We determine thle ompiillexit\ of at large class of machines and results \erifv
the imii or tance of Lhis concep~t and shtow that the prcs mathematical definition of complexity
and the intuitive notion ol complexit\- agree ii, a satisfactory manner.

(;Om Iputational mrethods were develo ped (suitable for programming on a digital Computer)
for the solutions of the minimal decompositions of grouip machines. Further, at general prograw'
\\as developed to emibrace a ver\ wilde class of' algebraic problems that arise in the algebraic
st iid% (Id machinecs and switchinti, or uilts, These miethods were in the main developed by Dr.
) mu"lIst )laulrev.

W- ak. began p101el11n1nai \ Ime's.ogau11ons oni the psilt that the muinimal dleconiposi-
d'iso a Iii1 %1,1(c~ to hilul(,i ( itild be .Itctdt 'i tcl ills ofd( I ht c ol l ( glo t lwor\ of thle associated

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Kentinvth Ki' h n amd ] J dii RhodcsV, Rmt%' / opt Iumw' Sempi groips Dernted tyorn the .4lgebraic

Kenneth Kr(ohni anl Idii ohn 0ldr' . Agebtat Theori of .%1a~hsne 1. Prime Dc omipositioni Theo. em
fmi t ife Sep?1, fup\ apid .1 I hitle"\

Kvinneth K. fin. WA. 1). Mutier. and John Rhwtes, Al1gebraic Thecri of .1Iachipis 11, Prime

Kenneth Krohn Ind John Rhwie%. Cwpirplexirh of .n:.Semigroli1 s
I, ). NlU ci 1.itd Johni Rh de%. (hi t. Pr p ?' t.1 v! mie Swiple Noni-.4be/sap Croupý.

ji diii Rhodcs ýsvnilni-a ow)te% i. fi of~ d(alitornia. .41 geby'fu Thv~ ol o Seinig-roups and

I mie S!Itf bif lvie
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ON-LINE COMPUTATION FOR COMMAND
AND CONTROL PROBLEMS

W. WILKINSON

Bunker-Ramo, Inc.
Canoga Park, California

TASK NO. NR 049-176 CONTRACT Nonr 4182(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this task is to investigate the feasibility of the application of on-line man-
machine computational techniques to the solution of decision problems of the command staff;
as an adjunct, the characteristics of an appropriate interface and software system are being
defined.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The application of on-line techniques is one of several new areas of research directed to-
ward improving the methodology of computer usage in the solution of unstructured problems
such as those encountered in a command information system. In most conventional systems, the
military user is hampered by the lack of convenient means for communicating with the computer
system and by the inflexibility of the system to respond to a rapid change, ,-ither in the type
of problem to be solved or in the methcd of solving a standard problem.

The major objective of on-line techniques is to put the user directly in the problem-solving
system loop in such a manner that the experience and intuition of the user becomes closely
coupled with the powerful computational capabilities of the computer so that there is a balanced
interaction between the capabilities of each.

The dificult feature4 to provide are those of allowing the user to communicate in his own
terminology, allowing the user to structure the problem-solving process conveniently, and
allowing the user to control or restructure this process, if desired, on a continuous basis.

The key con(ept has been to employ a functional approach, using the basic elements of
the problem -solving process itself. In this approach the basic functional element%, or building
blocks, for the problem solution are identified so that they can be structured bN the user in his
voxabular% or user language. The user or problem-solver himself is provided convenient ac-
ces to these ba3i, elements and allowed mo assimilate them in any way that he desires. He then
has the capabilatv of building higher level instructions and queries and, in a sense, doing his
oin programming.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Nonv.
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PROJECT MAC

R. FANO

Mas~sachusetts Institute o] Technology
(Cambridge, M'oassachuvetts

TA\SK NO. NR 048-189 Cx NTRA( ;T Noiw -4102(00)

PROJ. No. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

Project MIAC has two basic objectives. I-ihe first is !he evoluitioiiarN (kvclojptilnt of at larlge
computer system that will be easily anu independently accessible to aI large number o& people
and truily responsive to their individual needs. The second is the investigoation of' new waiys
in which computers can aid people in their creativ'e work, whether it be research, engineering.
design, management or education.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The MIAC computer system has been in regular operation fbr)I approximatelk one xcar.
The number of simultaneous on-line users that the s~ stem can satisfactorilv serve has gro-mvil
from 10 to 24 and very recently. to 30. The system is operated daily fbir appr )xiinatelv 20) houtis
the actual computer timve devoted to on-line use has been averaging In recentl mlont 115approxi-
inatelv 10 hours per day (exclusive of time devoted to background batch 1)r ( essiul").

The system in ludes bN nowv more thani 100 telet% lpe~vriter termin-ls at variouis locatIioS onI
the \IIT campus and in the G reater Boston arti. It is also ctcnnec ted to hle [elex (W~estei i
Union) and I'WX (Bell System) teletypewvriter networks thlvnuLgh wij NV nc(I StI(CSf"Il (ICden 11st I-
tions wvere held from rtlngland and NorA .a\' as well ats from miany bc altiolis tii tiw Uniited States.,
The three-dimensional rotation matrix of the displav console has been comp;leted: surf'acesa.ndi
other spacial enti,:es are currentily being generated, modified and rotated on-line. A second
display tube has also been added which can be operated i tde pendentlk b\ time mnultiplexing the
same display generation equipment.

The number of'systemi coninmand shs gro %n to c ver eight\,. and ! n an' i the tie\\ (,ties werC
developed b% s\,teni users tin conjltinoction wvith their MVwn re'ear*1 nle%\ l.In1gnage fa lit ies III-
dlude COWO. STRESS. SNOB)I.. C10\IT, (;[SS. AF I)D, OPI ., DYN.\\O. and lISP.

The planning d a it lý imoie ad-\' aflt d \I W( %steml began III carinest (I!i gthc Sp)IIiii,
It \ill etlllplo% 6..1. 63.) V 1uijpilieit. %\till addldti(,ii adil iiio)(li1(ti( foi to pemt,116 (.16luien piowy am1

Segmientationi. I'le cletailk of silt ,It dIton%..m and 111di1l~t, 10,I~~n i M te ! eiil 1wVill" sv l)Iificdl

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Rap~hael. Bri tiaii. "SIR: A\ (Iliptittel l'o'ýi am 141r Seiiiaii( iblitiitian~i Reliiic\i.d

Ctib.to. J..S~stcm~ ktyintiiicincnt% tot I 'eSa i~(ii~hi~
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Ross, Douglas T. and Feldmann, C. G., "Verbal and (-aphical Language for the AED
System: A Progress Report." AD-604-678.

Biggs, John, and Logcher, Robert D., "STRESS: A Problem-Oriented Language for Struc-
tural Engineering." AD-604-679.

Weizenbaum, J., "OPL-1: An Open Ended Prograrmming System within CTSS." AD-
604-680.

Greenberger, Martin, "The OPS-1 Manual." AD-6C 1-681.
Dennis, Jack, "Program Structure in a Multi-Access Computer." AD-608-500.
Fano, R. M., "The MAC System: A Progress Report." AD-609-296.
Greenberger, Martin, "A New Methodologs for Computer Simulation." AD-609-288.
Bers, A., and Briggs, R. J., "Criteria for Determining Absolute Instabilities and Distinguish-

ing Between Amplifying and Evanescent Waves." Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc., Series 11, Vol. 9, No. 3.
March 1964.

Bers, A., and Mills, J. D., "Computer Analysis and Display of Wave Instabilities." M.I.T.,
R.LE. Quart. Prog. Report No. 73. April 1964.

8ers, A., Puri, S., and Mills, J. D., "Interaction of an Electron Beam with Ions in a Warm
Plasma of Finite Transverse Dimensions." MI.T., R.L.E. Quart. Prog. Report No. 74. July 1964.

Bobrow, Daniel G., and Raphael, Bertram, "A Comparison of List-Processing Computer
Languages: Including a Detailed Comparison of COMIT, IPL-V, LISP 1.5, and SLIP." Commun.
oj ACM, Vol. 7, No. 4. April 1964.

Bobrow, Daniel G., and Weizenbaum, J., "List Processing and Extension of Language
Facility by Embedding." IEEE Transactions on Electronic Computers. August 1964.

Bobrow, Daniel G., "A Question-Answering System for High School Algebra Word Prob-
lems." Proc. Fall Joint Computer Conference. 1964.

Brach, John, and Chztmby, J. A., "The Use of Linear Programming in Architectural Design:
The Space Allocation Problem," M.I.T. Civil Eng. Systems Division, May 1964.

Dailey, James E., "A Digital Computer Simulation of Unsteady Flow in Rectangular Non-
Prismatic Channels," M.I.T., Dept. of Civ;l Eng. B.S. and M.S. Thesis.

Dennis, Jack, "Group Report, Computer Research," M.I.T., R.L.E. Quart. Prog. Report
No. 76. January 1965.

Dennis, Jack, "A Multi-User Computation Facility for Education and Research," Commun. of
.ACM, Vol. 7. No. 9, September W114.

Dennis. J;!ck, "Use of Computers in Speech Research. Computers in Medicine and Biology,"
Ann. New York Acad. Science (1964).

Electronic Systems liboratory of M.I.T. Annual Report from July 1, 1963 toJune 30, 1964.
Emeiest, Gordon, and Selw'n, Lee L., "Considerations for an Interative Algebraic Com-

'ikler," M.I.T.. Sloan School of Management, June 1964.
Fano, R. M.. "The M.AC S\stem, the Computer Utilit\ Approach," IEEE Spectrum,.january

1965.
Fenes, S. J., l.ogcher, R. D.. and Reinschmidt, D. F., "Preliminary Version S fRESS: A

Problem Oriented Language for Structural Engineering," M.I.T., Dept. of Civil Eng. Technical
Report T63-8, October 1963.

Fenves, S. J.. Logcher, R. D.. Mauch. S. P., and Reinschmidt, D. F., "STRESS: A User's
Manual, a Problem Oriented Language for Structural Engineers," M.I.T. Press (1964).

Gladdings, Dale G., "Automatic Selection of Horizontal Alignments in Highway [.ocation,"
M.I.T.. Dept. of Cisil Eng M.S. Thesis, May 1964.

Glaser, E. L., and Corbato. F. J., "Introduction to Time-Sharing," Datamation, Vol. 10,
No. 1I, November 1964.

Graham. Robert M., "Bounded Context Translation," Proc. Spring Joint Computer Conf.
(1964).
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Hadley, Roger A., "Investigation of Automated Direct Design of Steel Rigid Planar Frames,"
M.I.T., Dept. of Civil Eng. Thesis, February 1965.

Haines, E. C., Jr., "The TREET List Processing Iantuage," M.I.T., Dept. of Elect. Eng.
Thesis, September 1964.

Hamilton, M. L., and Weiss, A. D., "An Approach to Computer-Aided Preliminary Design,"
M.I.T., Depts. of Mech. Eng. and Naval Arch. M.S. Thesis, August 1964.

Hershdorfer, A. M., and Frazier, J. C., "User's Manual for the M.I.T. Time-Sharing Linear
Programming System, M4tS,' M.I.T., Dept. of Civil Eng. Publication, July 1964.

Hoag, j. K., "Instabilities in Transverse Waves Along B for a Beam Type Distribution,"
M.I.T., Dept. of Elect. Eng. Thesis, October 1964.

Johnson, William F., "The Use of Traffic Volume Data in the Evaluation of Highway User
Costs," M.I.T.. Dept. of Ci~il Eng. Publication, July 1964.

Kawaguchi, Stanley K., -'Preliminary Computation and Data Reduction for STRESS,"
M.I.T., Dept. of Civil Eng. Thesis, August 1964.

Keller, Joseph, 'The Critical Path Method, Its Implementation and Effective Utilization in
Construction," M.I.T., Dept. of Civil Eng. M.S. Thesis, J unie 1964.

Kessler, A. R., "Structural Synthesis and Analysis, and Simulation of Interpersonal Power
Systems," NI.I.T., Dept. of Economics and Social Science B.S. Thesis. June 1964.

Kessler, M. M., "The M.I.T. Technical Information Project, Part 1, System Description,"
November 1964. AD-608-502.

Krakauer, Lawrence J., "Syntax and Display of' Printed Format Mathematical Formulae,"
M.I.T., Dept. of Elect. Eng. M.S. Thesis, June 1964.

Llewellyn-Jones, D. T., "Use of Interferometric Spectroscopy for Far Infrared PlasmaI
Diagnostics," M.I.T., R.L.E. Quart. Prog. Report No. 74, July 1964.

Liuderman, James L.. "The Role of Memory in Information Storage and Retrieval," M.I.T.,
Dept. of Math. B.S. Thesis, June 1964.

Manheizn, Marvin L., "Highway Route Location as a Hierart.hicallv Structured Sequential
Decision Process: AP Experiment in the Use of Bayesian Decision Theory for Guiding an
Engineering Process," M.I.T.. Dept. of Civil Eng. Ph.D. Thesis, May 1964. Civil Eng. Research
Report R64-15.

Mills, J. D., "Computer Display System for Analyzing instabilities." M.I.T.. R.L.E. Quart.
Repoit No. 75, October 1964.

Minsky. M. L.. and Cocke. J., "A Universality of Tag Systems with P=2," J.40CM, Vol. 11,
No. 1, Januiar% 1964.

Papert, S., "StereoscolAJ Synthesis ats a Techr~ique for Localizing V'isual Mechainisms,"
M.I. I., R.L.E. Quart. Prog. Report No. 73. April 1964.

Papert. S.. "Regularities in the Time C ourses of' Some V'isual Processes," M.I.T., R.L,.E

(Quart. Pu og. Report No. 73. April 196.A
Purl Sattsh. "Electroni Beam I ntera tion With lons in a Warm Fle. t on Plasmia," NI.I.1.,

D~ept. o)f Elec-!. Eng. MI S. 1'lhesis, April 1964.
RaIphael. Bertiam., "A~ Compute'r Wh ;(h Understands,-lFall Joint CoAmpluter ( onf. (1964).
Roos, Daniel, and Miller. C, L.,. "C060-90: Engineering User's Manual." M.1 .. IDept. of'

Civil Eng. Res Repo~rt R64-12, April 1964.
Roos, D)aniel, .tnd Milljer. C. L.,. "The Internal Structuu e of ( 0G( -9. N.I .1., Dept. of'

0:i1i Eng. Res. Repori R6i4-5. Ft-brU.ar 196.A
Roo%, Daniel, and \11llt'r, C . I., ( )GO-9() 'l'ime-Shaiu Ing Version." M. I.T., Dept. Ov(iil

Fog. Res Repa~rt Rti4- 18 Ma\ 19%4.
Ross, D. T.. "AFI) Jr: AXn E'xpninment al i .tinguagr Pi, H essit, \1..I .11. F.S.1. ESI .-TM-21 1,

S(- it-inbx 1%64.
~.1)1 'I uuivipi .ito 4)f ( Amiputit'i-Aided D't-sgn fm \n N muallh( Contro lled Prodtit -

\(1. t.1. 1. F.ES.LI. ESI .- 1 M-2 12. Scpuemtx'r 1%94.
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Ross, D. T., Coons, S. A., and Ward, J. E., "Investigations in Computer-Aided Design for
Numerically Controlled Production," M.I.T., E.S.L. Interim Eng. Prog. Report No. 1, ESL-IR-
221, December 1964.

Selwyn, Lee L., "A Computer Controlled Tele-Communication System," M.I.T., Dept. of
Industrial Management Thesis (1964).

Sklar, Jay R., "Sequential Measurement of Multi-Dimensional Transducers," M.I.T., Dept.
of Elect. Eng. Ph.D. Thesis, September 1964.

Smith, A. A., Slosberg, D., and Van Horn, E. C., Jr.. "The Scientific Translating System,"
M.I.T., R.L.E. Quart. Prog. Report No. 73, April 1964.

Teager, Herbert, "Mass Memory Requirements for On-l.ire Real-Tinae Systems," Spring
Joint Computer Conf., April 1964.

Teager, Herbert, "Workshop on Problem Solving Through the Use f Automatic Displays,"
Fall Joint Computer Conf. (1964).

Teitelman, Warren, "Real Time Recognition of Hand-Drawn Characters," Proc. Fall Joint
Computer Conf. (1964).

Wallace, R. N., "An Investigation of Complex Waves in Electron Beam-Plasma Systems,"
M.I.T., Dept. of Elect. Eng. Thesis, September 1964.

Yntema, D. B., "The Software Problem," M.I.T., Lincoln Lab. Group Report, 1964-51,
September 1964.

Greenbciger, Martin, "The Computers of Tomorrow," Atlantic Monthly, May 1964.
Hamilton, M. L., Mackenzie, L.. and Weiss, A. D., "An Approach to Computer-Aided Ship

Design," ESL-TM-228, January 1965.
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APPLICATIONS OF PROJECT MAC

I.- CLAPP
Bolt, Berenek, and Newman, Inc.

Cambridge, Massachusetts

TASK NO. NR 049-191 (CONTRACT Nonr 4367(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

(This task is administered jointly wih the NRL Research Computation Center.)

TASK DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this task is to investigate the potential of various aspects of Project MAC
(concentrating on time-sharing techniques) for possible applications in Navy Laboratories.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the past year a study was conducted on the application of time-sharing in the
environment of a general Naval Research Laboratory. In particular, arrangements were made
with the staff of the Naval Research Laboratory to investigate the possible application of multi-
access computing in various laboratory problem areas, and to determine if there is a legitimate
need for time-sharing and to specify where this need is. A report summari7ing our conclusions
and recommendations is now in preparation.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

None.

I
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LEARNING BY ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUES

A. HORMANN

System Development Corporation
Santa Monica, california

TASK NO. NR 348-009 CONTRACT Nonr 4745(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-10r02

TASK DESCRIPTION

In this task techniques are to be investigated which could enable ai nmachine to learn decision
processes for solving problems of particular classes. These problem-solving and learning
techniques or i;rocesses are similar to, but not necessarily a deliberate imitation of, those used
by humans.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(This is a new task)

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

None.
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RESEARCH ON HEURISTIC PROBLEM SOLVING MACHINES

W. MANN

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Baltimore, Maryland

TASK NO. NR 348-008 CONTRACT Nonr 4483(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-10-02

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is an investigation of means to cause machines to ,, 'rv out poorly defined pro-
cesses which are capable of being carried out by people. Of particular interest are symbol-
manipulating processes requiring multiple decisions for completion. The approach being taken
provides for extensive man-aid in the machine construction of a process representation. The
primary subject matter for man-machine communication is the examples of his own problem
solving process provided by the man.

SUMMAAY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

An approach has been formulated for dealing ,-':h symbol-manipulating tasks represented
by ý limited class of plaving-card solitaire games. A i-_ethod for characterization of solitaire
plays and representing a history of distinct operaiions performed has been formulated and a
basic computer progr.,,-. written in IPL-V. This program is expected to act as a skeleton for later
pcograms in which additional freedom for generalization and induction is given to the man.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

None.
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MUL7Tl-LIST INFORMATION PROCESSING

N. PRYWES
University oj Penm ' vlvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

TASK NO. NR 049-153 CONTRACT Nonr 551(40)

YPROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

(This task is supported particilly by the Navy Btircat of Supplies and Accounts.)

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is an :nvestigationl of a list processing .ppi oM 1 for storing retrieval anld indexing
of information its Well as for communication -with thle computer storing the file. The systemn in-
volves storing with each item of data several descriptors which set ye to associate the itemn wich
others related to it. Searchers are then conducted along lines of association.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Purpose of this study is the development of' techniques for mechanization of man-
machine storage and retrieval svsterns for management (,rI technical librat ies.

The studyv consists of' several tasks. Initially, tree structures and list techniques were de-
veloped to silmulatc mn associative niernorv oil an addressable memnory, and the design of a
proc)essor was (omlpletCel.

The tcechniciiies were tested inl an 1.1.N 1410 4,nd two IBM, 1301. disks, systemn to handle U.S.
Nav\ Suppl\ Files at the A':iatvon Sitpply Office in Philadeiphia. An executive routine was pre-
pared for interrogation of' the file from vremote stations. A remote c'onsole facility using CRT
dlisplay is being implemnirted as at research tool for faculty and students at the Moore School,
Universitv of' Pennss Iaitia. I(, gthei with thle MULTI1LAN(G executive language.

Automatic ilassification .tlgorithiiis f~r librairies have been developed and applied to the
niat~einatics v~s IA thesaiii'us Similar techniques are being applied to retrieval of Navy S upply
ii:Lu)rnation using English desi riptors. These icethniqUeS aIe Intended to solve twoI problems:
efiii ent selective retrievail of document Inl response to promiding at subset of the descriptors,
111id th it of nla-llmia(lIIIn ((1inlnutltatlon by which a user may make his qluery more 01r less

Stoluage ,Illd ret rime.1l of I nform ation Il in :iagv I rtn lislwii ig Inivest igated l nd at koin encium.11
"nn IMage0 hand1(ling te( hIIqu(te's is ova.,l k compi ~leted

11w 4 (s Výial eth )It Iii mi ts to Ilse 14 ji km optitei Js a lit4 obirm sk usInig tacilmt with bat k and
mi Ili mi-i intiniqaioll %%ilth lthe tisti

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

N. S. [)I \,Avsand 11.]I oa. 1 fith ( )igain/tI' lofl .1 \11uhl-! 'iI s Tpek A.-sXi a te NMenlot%,

I ~.pp ~. I I .ls t ( mnimmmitat iiins and F lemtit uu~s. Septeinlui 1 %3, pp. 40$4`Q.
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P. Leifer, "A Statistical Optimization of Search Time in an Information Retrieval S~stern,"
Moore School Technical Report No. 64-17, December 1963.

N. S. Prywes and D. Miller, "An Executive Program for Multiple Consoles," Interim "e(h-
nical Report No. 64-12, March 1964.

P. Hubbell, "A Search for Improved Coding Methods for a Large-Scale Information Re-
trie',al System," Moore School Technical Report No. 64-19, May 1964.

D. S. Sharp and J. E. McNulty, "On a Study of Information Storage and Retrieval," Interim
Technical Report No. 65-01, May 1964.

B. Zimmerman, "Automatic Classification for thc ASTIA Mathematics Collection," Moore
School Technical Report No. 64-22, May 1964,

D. Siarp, "The Use of Real-Time Computers for Inventory Control," Mox~re Schoo)l
Technical Report No. 64.-21,June 1964.

N. Prywes, "Browsing in an Automated Library Through Remote Consoles," Proxceedings of
the Symposium on Computer Augmentation of Human Reasoning, June i964.

A. van 'Dam and D. Evans, "Shirtdif-A System for the Storage, Handling and Retrieval of
TechnicJ Data in Image Format," Proceedings of the Anmerican Documentation Institute,
September 1964, pp. 323-329.
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

J. O'CONNOR
institute for Scien ifw Information

Philadelphia, .ý ennsylvania

".ASK NO. NR 049-186 CONTRACT Nonr 4183(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is de~oted to intormation retrieval, with primary emphasis on empirical stud.
of whether high quality subject indexing by computer possible. There is also some theoreti-
-al stud% of the general logic" of subject indc-xing, w h a view to possible implications for
comiputer indexing and other possible implications for inf' i:nZa1nn retrieval.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

lhe mechanized indexing study of a pharmaceutical retrieval system is almost completed.
It provides illustrations and some evidence that proposed mechanized indexing procedures,
more broadl proposals for subject searching of natural ianguage text, may often be umatis-
factorv.

1. A thesaurus to identify "near synonyms" of index terms will be insensitive to non-
recurring, complex expressions in text, which readily convey meaning to a human reader.
For example, "xanthoma result'ing from cortisone therapy" is clearly about drug toxicity. Eight
of a random sixty-two drug toxicty papers would be missed by a thesaurus for this reason

2. Most of, the non-thesauric toxicity expressions in these papers contained a substance-
%to)rd. ,, ,'sorder-word, and a connective in a particular order and closeness (few intervening
ý,ords). I1 satisfactor% lists of these kinds of words could be provided to a computer, it could
ideti tk ,h t(,xitif% expressions, but with additional false identification in about five percent
of all pa wrs so.krched.

3. 1ii-, method %%ould miss other toxi(itN expressions, for example, "animlals which re-
teiaed )rtisone de\eel)ped tuberculosis." Their diversity might make thtir recognition by
(onmput ( dlithilt o)r imipossible. No toxicitý l.paper in the samlfple contained only such expres.
siens, h It some in the literature mieght.

4. , lithoxls whi, h identiflied all tomxktitv papers in the sample falsely selected about as mani,
non-to()u(it papers as %\el. S~ntactic (onsiderations helped reduce this selection onk slightlN.
Son erce-p.aragraph Imsa'ion did not help at all.

5. Passages were found on subjects other than toxicity which also might not be ideriifiable b%

6. These and other results %%ill uxn be %%ritten for journal public'ition.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

O(*onoor. John. 'Alet hantied !pdexitg Studies of MSD Toxu-*ry. Part I,- De[ember 1963.
()'(nro, John. "'Meohatited Indexing Studies of \ISD Toxmetv. Part II.- .Marth 1.964.
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O'Connor, John, "Correlation of Indexing Headings and Title Words in Three Medical
Indexing Systems," American Documentation, Vol. 15, No. 2, April 1964, pp. 96-104. Reprints
sent to the distribution list.

O'Connor, John, "Mechanized Indexing Methods a: 4 Their Tisting,"./ournnl o] Z/• A.o ia-
lion for Computing ,%achiner", Vol. 1I, No. 4, October 1964. Repritits and preti is bc sent be. to thl

distribution list.
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AUTOMATIC ABSTRACTING AND CLASSIFICATION

J1 WILLIAMS
I nternaiional 13 s miessý Nachbzes

Rvckvilk,, AMar)!aiifd

TASK NO. 348-007 CONTRACT Nonr 4456(00)

P'ROJ. NO. 003-10-02

TASK DESCRIPTION

I-lie ;AIurpOSC of this viik is to inv estigate the frequency distribution of the numnber Of
distinct words which ocf-ur a specific number of timies .in any partiCuIlar dlocunient. The need
for this investigation is related to the auto)matik abstri'cting and classification of docuIments.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The investigation has proceeded along two lines. First, the small sample (as small as abstract
or query size) behavior of certain available asymptotic estimates is consider.-d, where essentiallN
nothing has been assumned about the underlying vo6cabulary. On the other hand. consideration
is also given to fitting observea frequency distributions to various theoretical distributions.

Computi-r programs for generating random samples (documents) of any length have been
developed. These programs permit a great dleal of control over the vocabulary. Comp~uter

programs have also been developed for obtaining observed frequency disti ibim ions for eachi
generated document. In addition, information related to the estimiates mentioned above are
obtained, eas we are sapigfona knw oiblra comparison of the estimates

With (lie actul', Va1lues is possible, hence thle smiall sample behavioi can be investigated. Finally,
computer programs have been dleveloped for- fitting each obhs-rved frequen-cy distribution to
thle following theoretical urveAs:

(a) I 1'~ wr-l'otsSoI (a two-parameter Itaniilv
h(b : onII ent lI ~pergeotnieliic (at t hree-paravivite- famII v)

D)liscrete wtt~ of, tlie Pearson curve-\s (it Ibur-paranieterfani)
(1t) 1. J. (ood s miodification of Zipf's curve.

In) these. programs. com1parison o. each obsers ed and theoretical curve Is made on the basis
of, various goodness-of'-it te%ts.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

"Restults of Cl.I'sik~ing l,)otunients wijth Nultiple Discriniinant Functions,.1 . Ii. Williams.
to Ix. pulblishedl In lie pro(cedliig ol the 5' inxslun~it on Statistical Associations \IethmKis for
Met haniled I K umieltait iol. S~ niposiitn held inI Washington, D.C. on lMarch 10. 1%6.A
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INFORMATION ABSTRACTING AND EXTRACTING

B. RUDIN

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
Palo Alto, California

TASK NO. 348-006 CONTRACT Nonr 4440(00)

PROJ. NO. 003-10-02

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is a mechanical linguistics research program in automatic information abstracting
and extracting involving analysis of sentences extracted from text by following the general
procedure for automatic indexing based on syntax and phrase dictionaries. The approach is
to study conceptual and syntactic relationships of information encountered in text.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

An algorithm for determining the parts of speech of English words has been constructed
and programmed for a digital computer. This program will be used as the main processing de-
vice in an experiment to determine the feasibility of syntactic indexing, abstracting and ex-
tracting; the objective being to measure to what extent the part-of-speech function carries the
necessary information for these operations. To oLtain this it was first necessary to provide an
operational definition of English affixes. It was also necessary to derive a means for finding the

number of syllables from the written form of the word. Closely connected to all three of these
problems is the problem of determining the inflectional forms of English verbs-particularly
the occasions when the final consonant must be doubled. Working solihions to all of these
problems have been obtained.

Throughout these studies all proposed solutions have been tested against standard dic-
tionaries. This effort was fa(ilitated by the preparation of various magnetic tape dictionaries
with part-of-speech and syllabification information. The more important orderings of these
lists are bewik printed for distribution to interested workers in the fie ld.

In a related area, an algorithm for translating written English into the phonetic forms
given in the Shorter Oxford has been obtained for the one syllable words with gratifying ac-
curacv. It %kas further found that the phonetic forms of the Shorter Oxford could be converted
to those given by various American dictionaries by simple rules based on a carefully selected
Sample of 120) words.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

H. I.. Resnikoff and J. I.. Dolbv. "The Nature of Affixing in Written English," presented
at the Bloomington meeting of the Association for Machine Translation and Computational
i.inguiscs. Juc 1964. (Submitte] i - tevised form to MT in (October 1964.)

B. V. Bhinani and J. I_. 1)lb%. "Acoustic Phonetic Transmriptions of Written English."
presentcd at the Austin meeting of the -Acoustical Swxitctv of America. October 1964.
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L.

The English Word Speculum, Vol. 1, The Random Word List, Compiled by J. L. Dolby and H. L.
Resnikoff, Locxkheed Missiles and Space Company, October 1964. (Volumes 2, 3, and 4 are in
process.)

J. L. Dolby and H. L. Resnikoff, "Counting Syllables-An Exercise in Written Eng!ish,"
submitted to Science, October 1964.

H. L. Resnikoff and J. L. Dolby, "On the Inflection of English Words," submitted to Science,
November 1964.

H. L. Resnikoff andJ. L. Dolby, "Standards for Publishing Systems, I-The role of hyphen-
ation in the composition of printed text," Lockheed Report, 28 July 1964.

J. L. Dolby, H. L. Resnikoff, and Lois Earl, "An Improved Part of Speech Algorithm,"
submitted to the Communications of the ACM, November 1964.



AUTOMATIC MECHANICAL TRANSLATION

H. JossiLso.N
Wayne State University

Detroit, Michigan

TASK NO. NR 049-128 CONTRACT Nonr 2562(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is a joint endeavor by linguists. mathematicians. programmers, computer engi.
neers, and systems engineers to do research on the mechanical translation of' languages by ihe
use of high-speed digital computers. The aini is to translate Cron1 Russian to English with a
finished product which is as gond as human translation.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the current year the main efforts of the machine translation group, being supported
by the Information Systems Branch of the U.S. Office of Naval Research, have been directed
toward several important aspects of machine translation in the following areas: (1) correcting
and up-dating the Russian-English mathematical glossary and text tapes: (2) developing new
syntactic analysis routines and refining the old ones: (3) developing new language data process-
ing routines for the IBM 7070 and IBM 1401; (4) investigating the problem of a more compre-
hensive verbal government code for recognition of syntactic structures and selection of the
correct semantic implication of each lexical item in the structure; and (5) continuing active
cooperation with domestic and foreign MIT research groups.

The glossary tape has been up-dated by removing incorrect entries and adding new entries
found in the mathematical text which has been processed. The grammar coding has also been
modified somewhat in order to make it suit better the needs of further syntactic processing.
During the current year, the syntactic analysis studies have been directed towards assigning
the basic coniponents of a Russian sentence, which have been previously identified by appro-
priate coml)utcr routines, their function in the Russian sentence. Computer programs are being
developed to carry out this task.

New programs to facilitate dictionary and text tape up-dating have also been written, as
well as programs which complete the automation of the processing of raw text through syn-
tactic analysis. A start has also been made in investigating the problems of syntactic semantics
in general, and the problem of verbal government in particular, by appropriately coding all
the verbs found in the mathematical corptus.

Dr. Harry 1-1. Josselson, principal investigator, was a member of the American team which
visited .Japan. April 20-28, 1964, for the purpose of: participating in the U.S.-Japan Seminar
on .Mechanical Translation. This meeting was sponsored jointly by the National Science Founlda-
tion and the Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science. At this meeting Dr. Josselson
gave the following paper: "Linguistic Basis of Mechanical Translation: Contributions to Stan-
dard Linguistic Theory." In addition. Dr. Josselson is continuing to serve as secretary-treasurer
of the Association for Machine Translation and Computational Linguistics. the second annual
meeting of which was held in Bloomington, Indiana, July 29-30, 1964.
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RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

"L.inguistic Basis of Ncha ical Ira nsldrion: (ontributions to S andaild Linguistic Theory.'
paper presented at the U .S._Japan Seminar on Mechanical Translation. T,,km, Japan, April
20-28, 1964.

Sixth Annual Report on Research in Machine Translation. Russian to English, August 31,
1964. Principal investigator. Harr\ H. Josselson.
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SEMANTIC RESEARCH FOR MACHINE TRANSLATION

M. MASTERMAN

Cambridge Language Research Unit
Cambridge, England

TASK NO. NR 049-162 CONTRACT N 62558-1811

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The Cambridge Language Research Unit has explored the potentialities of a semantic
model of language obtained by coding, as a finite lattice, a structured set of work context of
the Rogets' Thesaurus type. The model explored was static, and since language is dynamic,
the)y arc r'ow invest.igating a theoretical method which could formalize the dynamic model.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(a) English speech, which underlies a great deal of written English, tends to fal! into a
succession of "phrases" (in the musical sense) of roughly similar duraction - regardless of the
number of words, since many light syllables are uttered in the time taken by a smaller number
of heavy syllables. "Lightness" and "Heaviness" are partly a quality of parti(ular sounds, partly
a semantic quality.

(b) Each "phrase" tends to be formed round two stress points drawing attention to the
principal semantic content. Of these two stress points, one will usually be the main semantic
indicator and is the nuclear stress. The meaning is reinforced by the implication of contrast
which it is one of the attributes of stress to suggest.

(c) This structure gives each "phrase" an ictus corresponding to that found in plain-chant,
which (in th e abbcenme of marked melodic vareity) is what gives chanting its form. Speech is nearer
to chanting than to song, chanting being indeed a way or ritualising speech.

(d) Each "phrase" thus has a binary structure (this can of course be expanded, about walking
rhythm, heart-beats, etc.), which is completed, in the absence of one of the usual two stresses,
by the existence of pause as a rhythmic factor, i.e., a slight beat. The verbal forms associated
with the dieTerent stress patterns (e.g. two main stresses, one main stress plus one secondary
stress, one main stress plus pause) are now being analyzed, and their semantic indications
condified. The phrasing with its stress, or stress-pause, structure will be demonstrated with
several hundred examples.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Not available.
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SPEECH ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

G. IPETERSON

t 'niversity o Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

TASK NO. NR 049-122 CONTkACT Nonr 1224(22)

PRo)J. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

Ehis task encompasses basic investigationis in the general field of language automation.
Specific siudies im-lude the analhsis, awitomati( rec<,gnition. and artificial s'ynthesis of himian
speech. Concurrently, research is being directed towa(rd instrumentati•,l problems in ailtlo-
matic speech recognition, and problems in the instrumeni:a analvsis of speech for indi~idual
\ (ije identih(ation.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Work is being done on the derivation of the %arious information-bearing parameters of
the speeF, wave. The combined use of analog and digital techniques hats been investigated
for extrac.ing the fundamental voice frequeny. A method for the accurate measurement of'
the res.mance frequencies in the speech wa~e hats also been developed. Speech is first processed
through a special filter bank and the reýonance frequencies are then determined b\ a series
of operations in a digital computer. The possibility of an auditor\ analog for speech wa\e
analysis has also b-een studied. An electrica! analog of the cochlea has been implemiented and a
Small set of ,mod+l t'ettmonls has beeni t ionsti ticted fOr connecting t( the analog.

A.\n eleotr(-autistical si,0"ech ,\nthesuvr is being det\eloped whiih can be controlled by
means of I digita l coml).(ter. Data h 01 the %arelts :peech paramteters a] c supplied to the com-
l)Utei, and the t(omputer then prepares a' digital tape whith provides the coni-iol functions fIm
thc svnt hesiie. The pq~tinmal i.onfigil ration foi tile \aiou%1t5 componments of the snuthesmter has

welel ili estii.tted.

lie ietir(din•, am 1(i rteprotduting o! hi. ttrital si ,,ials wkith temrrot'let Itri tapes has bern
ii•t'sti,~.i+ed. \\',i k has .Y c, h Co u c0111 iilllt'd( Mt4l , high1h (Ill lit1\ smltId SlW(t iii.mapli for -,pee( h
,al. sit.... .\iti Ist i'M 1I it 0 1it(h di.m s .1liblating st ales di'e( tl ill tI hr itpulp t displa\ is no\

1et, (0 1lpl ct'timll.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS
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ANALYSIS OF MANDARIN CHINESE SPEECH

W. S-Y WANG

Ohio State University
f• Columbus, Ohio

TASK NO. NR 049-181 CONTRACT Nonr 495(27)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

'This task concerns an effort to develop a phonological description of Mandarin Chinese
which could he used eventually for purposes of a*z'tomatic si)eech iecognition and machine
translation.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACC(MPLISHMENTS

In Mandarin, each word has a characteristi,k t;.ith :,,.utern which is called its tozie. Scveritl
experiments have been conducted or. the autoin;ric recognlitinn of these tones Iy sampling, At
various time intervals. In addition, a computer pcgram has been constructed and te.:,ted for
the recognition of stressed molosvllahbes. Para!lel to 1he acoustic work, linguistic ana,,sis
continues on the methods of coding the segmeais in terms of phonological feature. and on
the distribution of stresses over polyvsv-labic utterances.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Brotzman, R., "Recogition o, l.-xkial 'Tone in Mandain Chinese b% Sampling ot Funda-
mental Frequen,," picsented to the ,cousica l Societd ol-A.'nrica. New York Ci'. .Mai 9. 1964.

Hashimoto, I.. "Phonoo gical Rules in M\anti~rin,' jwcsented to the L.t, 5Kiti,

America, Bioomington, Julh 1964.
L.i, K. P., "\tit(Tmatic Recognition otf Na•.io •n Mi,,< s\!iaUies." preseCI led to tile. ,')1oltcal

Society oA,4ri, New NYoi k (it%, \fit\ ýý, I964.



ANALYSIS OF KOREAN SPEECH

M. HAN

University of California
Lo% Angeles, California

TASK NO. NR 049-183 CONTRACT Nonr 233ý80)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task conceins an effort to develop a phonological description of standard Korean
which coud be used eventually for purposes of automatic speech recognition and machine
translatioL.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Spectrographic analysis has been done in the following areas: (1) Korean vowels, (2) vowel
duration of' Korean, and (3) stop consonants of Korean.

1. Vowel quality: Distinctive features and recognition cues such as formant measurements,
relative intensity of formants and inherent duration were studied. Allophones and cases of
neutralization were described.

2. Vowel duration: Inherent duration of different vowels, phonotactic effects on vowel
duration, phonemic contrast in short and Iong vowels were studied with spectrographic tech-
nique. The duration of monosyllabic word of the form CVC in different syntactic positions
and that of the contained vowel were studied.

3. Stop consonants: Work continues on distinctive features and recognition cues of the three
sets of three voiceless stops [p] [ph] [p], [t] [th] [T], and [k] Lkh) [K].

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Han, .Micko S.: Acoustic Phonetics of Korean, Technical Report No. 1, December 1963.
Flan. Mieko S.: Studies in the Phonolog. of Asian Languages 11: Duration of Kolean Vowels,

Technical Report No. 2, July 1964.
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STYLISTIC ANALYSIS

S. SEDELow
S'Vstem Development Corp.
Sawta Nloni,'q, C:lii/wnia

TAS& NO. NR A48-005 CONTRACT Nonr 44127(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-10-02

TASK DESCRIPTION

This pro-(ject is directed toward finding stylistic discriminants that will iiiake two distinc-
tiows- betweenri riting by different autthors iand .among different forms of' writing. Style is,
in it very real sense. the a.wthor's si-nature. I' individual stvle can be detected, we open thle way
to perce; ,tion of (1) specifiv individual hands %w ihin at (ollecijOl (preSurniahlv the case in Soko-
lo~skv's S~oviet Military Strategy), (2) initerlpolazions or rewri-ting sugigestive of' policy shifts or
acasifivith~s. ~and prhaps. (3) shifts inl psychvlog~ical state of'a writer, possibly indicating at dis-

tortion ur lie

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Tile p)rcojct's first phase, h,- Verbally-Jndlexed Association jprogriln, explores manl-
nia~ hinle examinlation of th-miatic relationships within. atgvi text. Durinig lW0ogr"t Hi operlation,
the machine ccollects iiif'OrmlatiOn and "learns,- sharply reducing thle requiredt human In put.
VI As output Is at ross-reierented thesauru-1s providing at concep~tual out line or verbal mlap ofI
tile text. No lists or categlores are made in adv'ance of the text search: the thesauruis is based

o aion ,i.x.t %rds appearing tin the work. b~eing examined.
Since miliraU began. i11 Mlarch. we have been w'iting the VIA- prog-rdi Bc.ause

FOR I'R.'. is '% iduiv a-vaiaktble, %\v ate 'iviptitig 1, it) this "list-I prct: ;intg- use. For illstilvoe.
we YaIU itC tt'xt (gil o. \%() 4(is f)\ root) by miatthitg -thle letter% of one word with those of'
anto thei-. htom the i nitial letters of "itcl to ihe (livei gm) e po)int. Based (Itn thle puttatie sutitixes.
I e then seart Ii hive idti~~short., 1a iked list* 44suflixes .iit( "exceptif ills."'

TIhe entittie ViA -,stem should h~e cad'\ to oiwrate h\ Itecenliba. I 9ti4.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

'Si~lisil \iaa s<*a pper resntedto ier~ a Bibioiraphi al Center Board, Sanita

B.iw hmiia. (.a I ori ma . vi i14A

!m i \I'l ilt~iv I rans1lat u te .aild unuii iiMI t-1igliti K. I liaim I. niri i\ ~ , J ukl 29-30, I~i
"S41M Vgwfag ami:ita 1% fo (I lntiplit.kiI it.na! Sv ljsttv C:( ompute Aids to t6r I. %e It I imlitionald

4~atge'au'mi St~ll lth .1a 's*l 1'. Imtotl pape:1 pi ewti'ed at i~'I it a at D)at~a Iht ~ess.itig
( II ~tt t NtV i 1kli t1%%;1 PtgiS ~ ttiht9I.Iixe t-(iiig %\1 !x- ~ puti.hledh. itprilmt %%~ill

IN.:StiINt N tillicil~ttihtioii11 liI11ct.-
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RESEARCH IN ADAPTIVE PATTERN RECOGNITION

1). BRwiK
bI•!/rmation Research ,4As,;iates, bIn.

/.exington, Ma.v,.

TlASK NO. NR 348-010 C()NTRACI(1 Notir 4752(00)

l'Ro)j. NO. RR 003-10-02

TASK DESCRIPTION

The purposeo t this task is to .ierive . useful and reaizable sdll-ada 1i e patter cgnit
4Illd1hinflC pro1(Curt based ova i-O t 1-(cetiy 1,01 f 1u.itted miatthcmatical theoy ,t !of pattern ret)gnliti'n

,111d seiftorgan izationU. This heficor uses se'iential decision technlqucs tor classilying ltcml
or k( uCepts ai(c( rding t) mem-bership ill lasscs or categories. The classes Ihemseises 111i1 he

.ell defincd or might have to I)b derived b\ t,'cogical meanlls.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(Thuis is it nlew \\ask.)

RECENT RlEPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

None.
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DIGITAL COMPUTER COMPONENT RESEARCH

W. POPPELBAUNI

University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

TASK NO. NR 0,48-102 CONTRACT Nonr 1834(15)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The object of this task is to develop computer compont nts and circuitry of very high speed
and high reliability. Research is directed toward, but not limited to: magnetic core memories,
arithmettic and control, transistor circuitry, magnetic switching circuits, and input-output
devices.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The work of the group fell into four areas: Electro-Optics, Coupled Active Transmission
Lines, Micrcplasma Breakdown and Tunneling Theory.

The Electro-Optical investigations led to the design of a GaAs-ernitter diode - Riez receis ing
(liode-current amp' -- r chain with delay and rise times of the order of 10 nsec. The coupling
was nerformed by o'p -i fibers and the light used was noncoherent. A so-called "Interface
Modulator" was developed in which a narrow beam of coherent light is reflected up to 60
times at the interface between glass and nitrobenzene. The angle of incidelice is such that

.he electrical modulation of the index of the liquid will lead to total reflection. Very good
sensitivity was obse!rved. Another series of investigations led to a beam deflection dlevice using
inhomogenous fields in nitrobenzerne: 5 mm deflection at 100 cmn with applied voltages o1'2 kv
were obkerved.

The work on an amplifier (onsisting of two coupled strip lines of different . haracteristkC
impedance (using a negative resistzince device in one of them) was led to conclusion. Experi-
ments showed that sy stems using such amplifiers as buffers and Hot Election Diodes as Logical
Elements are feasible for pulses with subnianosecond rise times.

The experimicnita and theoretical study of micioplasmas in reverse-biased yjkncxions led
ifo the admissoion that the dela% between the applkatilov of the bias and the breakdown %%a,

impoi~ssible -o preditt or (ontro!. Nevertheless %;ome preliminary results were obtained for it
"Noise Co0mputer" osn ptilse trains coming out of a microplasmia junction.

'Ihe work on tunneling theot% resulted in a generalitation of the Esaki Integral to the
Wa~~hete tunnelinig im ludes mo~re thvin two band%. ntin~petndlit uiar itinneling and indire4

tunnelinig.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

"11 11nSistol Ctirra- Vtdtage ReLitionstips.- b% I.. Van Bili'1nm. .-%ugut1 6, I 961. 1X :i

Reptont No. 149.
"tFuinnl DUiC Cle :(tmi;s : 'tpipld int1o I ransmissioi I iner.." bs IFohru ti ý%I ( l. fagat 6

191.. I(1. Rejwnit No. 155.



U
"Characteristic Impedances of' Generalized Strip-Transmission Lines," by H. (;ukel,

December 11, 1963, DCL Report No. 157.
"Tunnel Diode Circuits Based on Lumped Constant Circuitry," by Tohru Moto-Oka,

August 9, 1963, DCL Report No. 158.
"High Electrical Field Effects in P-N junctions -Fast Breakdowns," by L. Van Biljon,

January 20, 1964, D('L Report No. 159.

ft
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

(;. ESTRIN

University of California
Los Angeles, California

T'ASK No. NR 048-1129 CONTRACT Nonr 233(52)

P1RO.J. NO. RR 003-09-01

(This task is sup)ported j(intly with the AEG.)

TASK DESCRIPTION

The p~rima~ry p~urpose of this task is research in the ph~ sics and engineering of basic digital
complonents, dligital cornputer and control system s optimization and digital systems applications.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Studies of' multiprocessor SNstemis w ith particular attention given to automatic p)rogram-
mling, automa11itic a priori and dynamic allocation of resources, and automatic generation of
;'esources in the general casc of' a restructurable computer system. Studies of m-odels of the
computation of probabilities associated with vertices in at grap)h representation. Mecthods for
measuring exp~ected path lengths in the graph are now% beinig more criticaills evaluated ats at
basis for specifyVing at computer s\,Steml which mav efflcenit Iv assign jobs to itself'.

As part of st u(Iies of co mfuter design autemation a p)rogran, to~ svstematicallk and atitomiat-
icallv la\ outl networks of printed (ircuit connections onl a two-sided shieet hats been developed.

In thle study of' dynamic allocation of computer resources. one modIel develops quteuies of'
datal withil thle flow paths. A mathematical queuieing model wa-is de~elo1)ed for a (diffusion
problem.v A SI \IS( R1 PT simulator written IrOr this problem provides at valuable tool for the
atiiall\ses o)fi a Loge ( lass of'sintilailv structured p~roblemfs.

W~ork in c operation with the C ampu ~s C omputting Fat ilit\'s I B\I 7094 and SWAC hats
!ed to the dewelopnient ofia mo4dified Culler-Freed console system consisting of a storwage tub-,,
light pen, ke~hoaitd and issociated softwart, permitting Intimate comiplex operation of th

Resa I i(A h ot in ued inl the genera-.l areaCis Op Itimail (.ont r () of ci m I)Litt-us and (oitrou
~~' ~ %teii i .iih i a (d t ' c~ssms. Special emp)hasis nas heeii Ill~ tnt (

11pkl l" ) ng(ecislin inl(I t f heit ur1etam' adilpt i\ - kont 1 lol" prblemns. Ill I art uuI~ti.1 t hel( Pmawsianl
Applom1( hihas been use'd cetti ck s .

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

"Atlown.11i %0o.tgilinet it o ( mhil putt um.lo I. aisks Iii a Vai ialmk So umm tue(ompiatei,

1-d%\mad C . Russell1. Dt)elal Iiiteit 44 liigmiiixiiiig. Rtc x mu Nom 13. A.\i-..is 1963.
oi' l ( .m n1 mut iiig 1.4mad .\s 1iiiiiclit in a \I , i '~~esni li ltt 5 'n,'\

V iki, R, \lndtvll, iand G . IVsti Ii,. kI-lll l jon (omipfutc c . milvu- cjs [.\ g.",.\-si

* las ~ t~iu'in.~\S \t F. lest',1tvl .11 \S\l F I %3: Witutet Annmal \t1ctiaig. oeil-
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"Onl Perf*6wmiance Lo)sses -in Sonic Adaptivc Contirol Systems," kI. Aoki, Proceedings
1964 joint Automatic Control ( otifercrnce, Stanif'Od University, Stanfiwr(, (alif'Orniia, als to
appear in J. Basic Engineering, ASME.

"On Optimal Control of' Par-tii-l Observable Markov Prccesses," M. .Aok:, Technic al
Report No. 64-16, Department of' Enigineering, UCLA.

"On Control Sy'stem Equivalents of' Sonie Decision Iheoretic 'Iheoems," M. Aoki anid
D. Sworcier, presented at the 1964 joint AIAA-SIAM-IMS Sý mpcjw;iitt onl Optimliiat.,oi. Mtoll-
terey, California,.Jainuary 1964.

".A Qumeucing Mlodel of' Datai Flow~ in a Rest rtctu rable ( otn' )tet' S,.-stmni." 1B. Butssell anid
E. C. Russell, presented at Western Section ORSA Meeting, September 1964, Honohlulu, Mmaiai.

"Antnual Summary Report of' Investigations in Digital 1e itmology Research, T' Ihe Staff,
October 1963.

"Quarterly Progress Report for the Period Ending DecemiLcr 15, 1963-January 19fizl
Department of' Engineering Report No. 64-2.

"Onl Bavesian Control of' Certain Time-Cont Iii itouS AdLIapive ( ' nt to SN stems,'' \LaSaii
Aoki, March 1964. Department of Engineering Report No. 6-1-13.

"Optimal Coantrol of' Partially Observable Markovian C ontrol Systems."March 1964, NI.
Aoki, Department of Engineering Report No. 64-16.

"Quarterly Progress Report for the Period Ending March 15, 1964, Engineering Research."
March 1964, Department of Engineering Report No. 64-19.

"Quarterly Progress Repo~rt f'Or the Period Ending June 15, 1964," 1 hie Stafl'. IDepartniclnt
of Engineein Report No. 64-32.

"Somec Applications f"Or Content-Addressable Menmories,'' ( ;. Estrin, R. H. Fitller. Prw)eel-
ings-Fall joint Computer C oniferenlce, 1963.

"Parallel Processing in a Rest rictitral-;le Co~ mputter Systvin." (... Estri n. B. Bussell. R. loin.
J.Bibb, I EEE Tranisactionis onl Electrtonic C( mtnptters. IDeccmber 1963.

-Alog )thit is [01. ( m telt -AddIressatbk' Nieno ics.- ( *. Estrtin andi~ R. Ful Iler. Pu o eedi- (ds
the 1963 Pacific Comnputter ( : tfi''rn(c IEEE. 1963.

"Aiutomatic Assignment d(& Com puI)t It ios III a Vaiilthle st rumtit- Cm p tlliter SNStetit ,
G . Estrin and R. Turn. IEEE Transactions on Electro.i~ Ck (omputer-s, Vol. I'X>12 No). 15, D)ecem-

her 1963.
"An E~ t aluttion of 1the Effect ietiess Id Parllel1 P('cs Ig.' Estrtin B. B iissll , l'm' Kccd-

MIN ts f' thet I 96t3 1'Cii uIlpme Ctm (. tcrl fin ii. IF FF.



LOGICAL REALIZATION OF BILLION-GATE COMPUTERS

R. LEDtEY

National Biomedical Research Foundation

Silvei Spring, Maryland

TASK NO. NR 049-160 CONTRACT Nonr 3265(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this :ask is to ixiiestigate theoretical aspects involved in the eventual con-
struction of data processing equipment of immense size and complexity.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A feasibility study has been made to demonstrate that by utilizing current programming
techniques and current logical design methods, a billioii gate computer can be designed and
programmed to significant advantage, provided of course that the hardware is realizable. The
feasibility study inchuded'the organization of a multiple simultaneous access memory, a large
systems processor, and a multiple unit simultaneous processor. Applications were studied in
the field of artificial intelligence.

As basic -nathtmatical advances in switching circuit theor% the inverse and similarity trans-
formations of Boolean matrices was studied and computational algorithms developed.

Studies have been made which indicate clearly that interval modulation information coding
cav have great advantages as a new mode for information processing methods. A series of
experiments have been performed the results of which have indicated ti at circuits can be
built in this mode that will operate over a wide range of input intensities. A co;;,parati~e study
With a digital differenial analyzer has indicated more rapid convergence of computed functions
to the real \alue by interval modulation methods.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

'"llw I[ l tt( t ;I' B , d Bo 'lcan Matrix.- I,\ R. S. I.edle\. NBR ReportI No. 64051A1 3265.
\I.i 1964.

"Sinilkari- lia.ti.rwinations on Boolean \latrites," b\ R. S. l edle%. NBR Report No.
64501.2 3265. M\a% 1964.

"Interim Report on Theory of Interval Modulation Information Coding (TIMIC)." by
George C. Cheng, NBR Report No. 64051.3 3265, \:.r 1964.

"Thousand Gate Computer Simulation of a Billion Gate Computer," by R. S. Ledley,
NBR Report No. 64051.4.3263, May 1964.

"Majorit, [.oggc and Matrix M.1ethot of Its Probabilistic Behavior," bv S. Aida. NBR Report
No. 64061 3265, June 1964.

"Adaptive Design Methods for Crvogenic Circuits.- b% S. Aida, NBR Report No. 64062,
3265, June 1i64.

R. S. I.edle\. Panet.iat Solid State Conference held in Philadelphia. Pennl.\ ania. Jan-
wtir\ 1964.
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COMBINED ANALOG-DIGITAL METHODS

.1. REINTJES
.1 (LisachU.e'tt It'iltiute (!/f Tee/i ioloipv

Cam~bridge, Maossawhii~etf.

PRINCIPAL ASSOCIATE: M. E. CONNELLY

TASK NO. NR 049-177 C'ONTRACT Notir 1841(85)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The pupoiVse ot this task is to combine the most appropriate '.haracteristics of b)oth analog
and digital computevs to achieve rapid. accurate, conivenienlt solutions f*( w mathematical prob-
lems involving partial differential equations.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
0

The M.I .T. analog-digital compu~tation facilitN has been completed and successhi ll\ eml-
ployed in a complex, real-time simulation dertonstration. Thie hybrid systemi consists of the
PDP- I digital corn puter. analog-digital conversion channels, discrete input-; and ou~tpu1ts.
a 75-amiplifier analog compuitei of.M.I .1. design, a smnaller, high-speed analog sub-s~ stemn with
sample and sample-and-hold gates operating under digital programl control, and various display
and recording options. In addition, authorization has recently been received ito deveh. p a
magnetic drum mnemory for the rapid storage and retrieval of continuIous analog signals.

Preparations are under way to utilize this hybrid Iacilit\ for exp1 erimiental \erification of
everal mathematical 1)' ocedlures 1)re'.;( uSl in\ esrig;.ted h';. tile prA uIect for thle solution of' par-

tial dlifferential equ'ations. This backlog of' techiniques. Some of' which have beenl triet. out onI
ad ho)c analog or digital equipment. in hiudes priw)elu res f ill dealin g with titlie diffusioJn equat i(n.

the L~aplace equation. die lIelmnh dt/ equat d . thle ( rr-S m alerteld equnat io ()I' lldrod dviaIn ie,1

'Ind( complex (list] ihulted pr Kess tonit ud ss!em recenit pn lect stuid% liacs pri )lu Cd .1 icc Ii-
iii(jIi' by\ whkit~ linear hounciar\ '%al e p)rolenis with a knownI funtdamenital miltitioii can1 he re-
(IILI(ed( to 1%%o) S'dbk' Initial \aI'. polevi~ts tot aIllillog toiilptitatioiil.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Richard \1orone% - Solutsopi co/ flprybolir Bwoindary Uaive Ppoblem.s oni a II.Nbrd (.'011oideur -
D.S.R. 912S. \Ie-norandutni No. 6, Octobei i 1, 1%.3.

Shu-Kwan (:hani- Pirhmmar-v Iritywag~attwup v/ arn Atalug Sottihcopi to Ae Op-omwoel Equa-
tow., - 1).S.R. 412S8. Melln. ,andum No. 7,I januiaar% 15, 1%64.

D. .91 2S. Memotandumi No. 8. August I 964 ( J 'imnal pailwi III tptto)

shu-kual a~(:.nd .,d aid K. Ku ii,-J 2 - (jot I \ag $,on .4lnatg ((rn~putry to, Stidl JH Wo-

fiviamiin Stabilut, - D .S. R. 912S W?.Neu itimalutii Noi. 9. Aigust I %4. (c Virtedl h public aton

in) ItFt. 1*aivuj,,wtise li FkC1111 i,.Wnu (tcqurrý tep lllt' %%III. wllil~ct ito otIci~I~l dasti butimn lit.)

597-4M E W W W ý



Richard Moroney - Solution of Laplace's Equation in Two Dimensions on a Hybrid Computer,
9128-WP-14, December 25, 1963.

Richard Moroney-Hybrid Computer Solution oj Parabolic Partial Differential Equations via
the Continuous Space-Discrete Time Method, 9128-WP-16, January 8, 1964.

Piermarco Romagnoli - Distillation Column Dynamics: Hybrid and Digital Computer Simula-
tion - M. S. Thesis, M.I.T. Dept. of Electrical Engineering, October 1964.

jO
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VARIABLE STRUCTURE COMPUTER SYSTEM

G. ESTR:N

t'nivei'sity of Calijornia
Los Angeles, Calý6rnia

TASK NO. NR 048-178 AEC CONTR \CT

PRO.I. NO. RR 003-09-01

(This task is administered and jointly supported bv the AEC.)

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task wvill involve construction and evaluation of a new~ computer system organizatiOn.

the Fixed-Plus-Variable Structure, which shows promise of being able to solve Ipio)llerns which
cannot be solved on existing or- proposed machines or- of being able to solve problems fiaster
and more economically. and which could provide a mechanism that will peCrmlit powerful con-
tributions to methods of problem solving and digital technology.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

An initial system has been constructed using basic variab~le logic modules and mother-
boards containing a 6 x 6 of array of modules. The signal interconnections between modules

are made on a two sided etched "signal harness" which is removable bya dip tank process.
The interconnections between motherboards in a frame are accomplished by bench prcparedI
vertical cable runs and horizontal cable drawers. A franie contains uip to 33 motherboards
holding up a 1188 modules which in turn contain up to 4752 transistors and 23,76-0 diodes.

The initial systemn links to at general purpose computer. an IBMI 7094, mechanizing- five
types of operations: transfer of 72 bit words from specified add esses in F (the 7094 to V
(Variable Structure Systenm), transfer of 72 bit words from V to specified address-es in F: 'Inter'-
ruption of at program in F upoin observat ion by the sy stein ol special F-instr uctions; aritarv11,
Inter ruptio n of a programn in F: decod(ing a. siiiall set of operations in V

Wo rk 'is 1u 0W proceeding with thle vinlargemlent of the \iVetr thuint 11plemetitiat im (A
11i1 iltlar artitheueti r~lits per~mitting convenltionlal an(i Signed digit arithilictR: alnima"in.0 (4
tilt- dtesigni and tablritait 11ofl (i scial plirixise configuItaiotis" redt(liIct(io~t I lhe tImev tIt tii11iualk
litlt Il tht'c Sn S1w 1' s istni t rKIU( tion oft (ard-1 )r(gf 111111inedl 'Ind Stoiivd Ili O(aU).l( mm

S ttiI uiti(tions; jiltro du( ti( n Oii integiat (I circulit mlodules: and1( speci(ifcat niol oft an a tn~ f iter -

motherboard transmission system.
Stud% of mvdels of coimputation and models of 5' stenms are (ontinuing with -he goal of de-

terrnining feasibility of ai systemn which can be effiient at the process of real~txating It ot n~I
resources dsnamicalls.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBUCATIONS

".Autoniatic .Assignmnent of :nipataituinal Tasks in a Varitable Struc.~ture ('fl orUtiter.
Eduaird C. Ru%%ell, Department if Fng'tncering Repo~rt No. 63A5, Augwvt l963.

.Is of(. mptig i .d A11AIgITICwnt In a1 Nilti1- PIrOtVS. )If(O A tiV- 1nipur t 1,S\$.eiI.

.,\Oki, R. Ma.ndell arid (.EvtiuIn. 1.alIjoint C omputer ( ontel em C. L~as Vegask. \rtad&.



"Some Applications for Content-Addressable Memories," G. Estrin, R. H. Fuller, Pro-

ceedings-Fall joint Computer Conference, 1963.
"Parallel Processing in a Restructurable Computer System," G. Estrin, B. Bussell, R. Turn,

J. Bibb, IEEE Transactions on Electronic Computers, December 1963.
"Algorithms for Content-Addressable Memories," G. Estrin and R. Fuller, Proceedings of

the 1963 Pacific Computer Conference, IEEE, 1963.
"Automatic Assignment of Computations in a Variable Structure Computer System,"

G. Estrin and R. Turn, IEEE Transactions on Eiectronic Computers, Vol. EC-12, No. 15,
December 1963.

"An Eva'.ation ef the Effectiveness of Parallel Proccssing," G. Estrin, B. Bussell, Pro-
ceedings of the 1963 Pacific Computer Conference, IEEE.
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COGNITIVE SYSTEMS RESEARCH PROGRAM

$ F. ROSENBLATT

Cornell U'niversity
Ithaca, New York

TASK NO. NR 049-147 CONTRACT Nonr 401(40)

PROJ. NO. RR 093-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is a basic investigation of "intelligent" systems. The program includes study of
the mathematics, physics, physiolug), and engineering of cognitive systems, both in living
organisms and in artificial brain analogs, with the intent of providing a fundamental under-
statiding of the principles involved in complex electronic systems which are capable of par-
tially emulating the beha, !>r of sensory organs, nerve nets, and the brain.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the last year, the audio perccptron, Tobermory, has been brought close to com-
pletion, and experiments have already begun with the part of the system which is now opera-
tional. Plans for further expansion of this system have been elaborated, particularly with re-
gard to the inclusion of a speech synthesizer within, the next year. At the same time, digital
simulation studies and theoretical studies of !ong-termn experiential memory mechanisms have
continued, and the neurophysiologicai program which is being conducted in conjunction with
the thecretical program has obtained a number of significant results.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

None.

Im
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PATTERN-PERCEIVING AND LEARNING NETWORKS "

P. GREENE

University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

TASK NO. NR 049-148 CONTRACT Nonr 2121(17)

PROJ. NO RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is devoted to the investigation of networks which can exhibit pattern perception.
The objective is not to recognize the entire pattern but rather to isolate certain constancies,
or "Gestalten." The general approach concerns ways in which properties of objects are mapped
into patterns of nervous system activity.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Work has proceeded in three directions, described by the following three headings.
I. Theory of adaptive systems. Studies of self-optimizing systems are widespread. Research

under this contract has assumed that such devices work perfectly, and asked what could be
done with them. A paper currently in print illustrates new mathematical problems involved
in adaptive control.

2. Computer program for perception and adaptive behavior. Investigators everywhere try to
transform sensory inputs into useful forms and to make them control desirable motor outputs.
Work this year has explored a complementary approach making no essential distinction between
sensory and motor systems, the perceptual structures themseives being built out of motor
patterns. Unlike learning schemes in which connections are established between arbitrary
computer symbols representing behavioral structures that we think about, this study has,
where possible, kept the structures within the computer. An ultimate goal is to build a "compiler"
for skilled actions, i.e., a system which automatically organizes its basic patterns i..,o a scheme
to achieve a given purpose, much as we use those combinations of muscles which suffice to
perf-rn; 1iven motor tasks. A digital computer program is now running which is patterned
after, ways an infant achieves mastery of spatial rclatiouis. Its problems help guide work de-
scribed in paragraph 1.

3. ,Network Jor produing pabe.ed oulpts. Previous work under this contract showed !,ow
to u;;dize resonant responses of networks in order to cause the same set of output elements to
perform any of a set of different patterns. A digital computer -vas ,tsed this year to learn whether
a network culd adjust itself, e.g., by threshold modifications based on learning mechanisms, so
as to achieve desired patterns. Results showed that it was easy to design a desired network by
computing its parameters, but impractical (so far) to get the system to design itself by the
learning mechanism. tried.

RECENT REIPORTS OR PURUCXTIONS

None.



SELF-ORGANIZING NETWORKS

S. CAMERON
Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute

Chicago, Itlinois

TASK NO. NR 048-165 CONTRACT Nonr 3392(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

j TASK DESCRIPTION

f This task is concerned with two aspects of self-organizing networks. On the one hand,
research is being pursued on an optical implementation of the perceptron class of machines.
At the same time, effort is being devoted to logical considerations involved in the design and
utilization of such nets.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During approximately the last year of this program interest has focused on an approach
to the general problem in which the concept of a single automation adjusting itself as a result
of environmental experience is replaced with the notion of a population of automata, exchang-
ing '"genetic" information in a process which enables the "species" to adapt itself to the environ-
ment rather than individual members of the population. The primary objective of this work is
to attempt to discover "efficient" search procedures based on evolutionary processes.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

None.



THEORIES OF SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEMS

H. BREMERMANN

University of California
Berkeley, Calijbrnia

TASK NO. NR 049-170 CONTRACT Nonr 222(85)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task involves studies to gain better anderstandings of complex self-organizing systems.
This will include such phases as principles of organization, detection of substructures, the or-
ganization of the brain for specific tasks, and the simulation of such functions by computers.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the past ytar considerable progress has been made in overcoming difficulties that
had been encountered in solving linear programming problems through evolution. Many
methods that were previously tried tended to stagnate at points other than the optimum.

The successful evolution program has a remarkable feature which it shares with some
microorganisms: It evolves asexually over long stretches of time, then goes through a sexual
cycle, returns to asexual evolution, etc. until no further progress is made. Alternation between
asexual and sexual evolution is determined b.' the progress of the evolution process itself.
If asexual evolution stagnates, the program goes into a sexual cycle, then returns to asexual
evolution, which is less time consuming but which easily "hangs up" on a stagnation point.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Bremermarn. H. J., and Salaff, S., Experiments with Patterns of Evolution. ONR Technical
Report, Contract 222(85). November 1963.

Bremermann, H J., and Rogsen, M., An Evolution-Type Search Method for Convex
Sets, ONR Technical Report, Contr-ict 222(85). Mav 1964.

Rogson, M.. A Search Method in Convex Programming, ONR Technical Report, Contract
222k85), t,) aiplear approximately December 1964.

Bremermanti, H. J., Rgson, I.. and Salafi. S., Search by evolution. To appear in the
Pioceedings of the 2nd Cybernetics Sciences Symposium. (Los Angeles Invitational on Bio-
physks held October 13. 1964. at University of Southern California.)
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LEARNING SYSTEM THEORY

M. UFFELMAN

SCOPE incorporated
Falk Church, Virginia

TASK NO. NR 048-195 CONTRACT Nonr 4467(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

4 TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with the development of an information theoretic model of Learning
Systems and the general theory of self organization.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

This project is a new undertaking and is still in the formative stages. The primary effort
up to this time has been expended in definition and model formulation. Learning systems
have been broken into three levels. The lowest level is termed a trainable sysrem and is a system
which becomes able to perform a desired tunction through some training process. The memory
of this system is fixed after training, and it is similar in operation to a fixed logic device. The
second level is termed an adaptive system; it, un'like the trainable system, retains the capability
of having its internal structure changed in operation. The highest level is the self-organizing
system. It is an adaptive system coupled with a goal and evaluation system.

A tentative information theoretic model which describes all levels of learning systems has
been proposed and is being anaiyzed.

A second aspect of the project is the inclusion of adaptive contro! systems under learning
system theory. A self-organizing control system has been conceived and analyzed. Simulation
experiments with the system are ?lanAed in the near future and a paper describing the work
is in preparation.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

None.,
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RESEARCH ON EVOLUTIONARY PREDICTION

L. FOGEL

General Dynamics/Astronautics
San Diego, California

TASK NO. NR 048-196 CONTRACT Nonr 4539(00)

PRQJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this task is to explore the domain of applicability of evolutionary program-
ming in which finite-state machines are permitted to evolve as sub-programs with the intent

of pred-,cting both stationary and non-stationary time series.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Intelligent behavior requires an ability to predict the environment with reasonable ac-

curacy coupled with a suitable response algorithm with respect to a given goal. Such behavior

is exhibited by an automaton which carries out a fast-Uime replication of some aspects of natural

evolution using the finite-state machine as the evolving "organism." "Offspring" are produced

through random mutation and individually scored in their ability to achieve the goal within the

sequence of available experience. A selection is made of the best few machines to serve as
"parents." Continual improvement is ensured through the retention of each parent-machine

until an equally-good or superior offspring is found. Such fast-time mutation and selection is

& continued with real-time decisions being based on the logic specified by the surviving machine.

Experiments were conducted on the IBM 7094 to ey~amine the domain of applicability of

the evolutionary prediction technique. As expected cyclic signals in various degrees of noise

were soon characterized by the predictor-machines. The transition probabilities without the

sequence of predictions of low-order Markov processes were in close correspondence with those

of the environment. The evolutionary program' was also required to predict the (4-symbol)

output sequence of an arbitrary mriachine which was driven by random binary notes. After 160

predictions the percent correct reached 51.5. When the evolutionary program was also given

the input binary %ariable this score reached 80%. showing a rapid approach toward the 100%

asymptote. In contrast, providing an uncorrelated binary variable degrades the performance

to 40.5% by requiring an attempt to extract non-existent information. A formal technique was

devised which translates each predictor-machine into a set of hypotheses concerning the logic

of the environment.

RECENT REIPCRTS OR PUSLICATIONS

"On the Evolution of Artificial Intelfigence" by Drs. L. J. Fogel. A. J. Owens. and Mr. J.

Walsh. Proceedings of the Fifth National Symposium on Human Factors in Eletlronics, IEEE,

San Diego. May 5-6, pp. 63-76.
"On Evolutionary Prediction Technique" by Drs. L. J. Fogel. A.J. Owens, and Mr.J. Walsh.

Presented before International Conference on Microwaves, Circuit Theory. and Information
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Theory, IEEE, Tokyo, Japan, September 7-11, 1964. Summary published in Part 3 of the
Proceedings, pp. 173-174.

"Artificial Intelligence through the Simulation of Evolution" by Drs. L. J. Fogel, A. J.
Owens, and Mr. J. Walsh. Proceedings of the Second Cybernetic Sciences Symposium, ONR,
Los Angeles, October 13, 1964.
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ADAPTIVE AND SELF-OPTIMIZING SYSTEMS

R. OLMDENURGER

Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana

TASK NO. NR 049-167 CONTRACT Nonr 1100(20)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task involves research leading to new methods for analysis and synthesis of adaptive
and self-optimizing control systems. Typical subjects of investigation are (a) on-line determina-
tion of the characteristics of operating systems, (b) analytical comparisons of alternative methods
of self-optimization, and (c) minimal switching functions for optimal nonlinear control.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

One of the problems of adaptive control is that of optimal response. What optimality is
must be determined for each system and disturbance to which the system is subjected. Most of
the past year was devoted to the writing and development of the theory of the investigator's
new book on optimal control. This volume concerns optimal control from the viewpoint of
control rather than guidance. The theory is carried out for systems to as high an order as ap-
peai s to be justified for practical applications. It is assumed that the time rate of change of the
input is bounded, as is normally true in practice. at least for fast control systems. It is proved that
switching functions involving time derivatives no higher than the second va i yield optimal
response to the step disturbances normally encountered in the control of wide classes of linear
systems. The effect of damping, noise, leads, lags, dead zones, pure delays and other factors
,-n optimal response is studied.

A paper on the improvement in optimal response to step ant" pulse disturbances that can be
obtained when these disturbances are known in advance was presented at the 1964 Joint Auto-
matic Control Conference. It is shown that ain improvement of 8:1 in the maximum error is
pxossible in some applications. During 1964 the principle iavestigator published a survey (if the
liteiature on optimal control with an exposition of the history of the field and a Iok into the
future. The problem ot identifying pure delays in unknown systems from input-,.utput data
was solved for open and closed loop svitems conmpowcd only of these delays and lumped elements
with rati inal transler functiolns. Sintusoidal iniputs wer'e treated.

RECENT REPORTrS OR PUBLICATIONS

"1)plimum (iturtl," In Rut.Oklcob,:rKv't, Appli"t %icihanics Reviews. Vol. 17, No. 4.
%ptill 1964. Ipp. 267-2774."Optlliniuit nil \1111iiar ositld for Sep aiR. Pulse Distutlulncs." b% Rufus (Ndenburger

S• .Mald R. (_ C;. (1lisiin, Ptimetll ing% iof Ihr I-int ,zulo uiinak (Iolntrull (Coaer%3%rl, R~tlo Ahot, Cai.f
oitliii.i.uni- 1964. lip. 4'1 -4 ).U
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"~OptimalI COntrol," by Rufus Oldenburger; book to be published by Holt, Rinehart and
Winston,

"Identification of Linear Systems With Pure Delays," Purdue University thesis by Prakash,j August 1964.
"Optimum Control," by Rufus Oldenburger, Technical Report No. 3 for ONR, August

1964. Sent to distribution list.
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DIGITAL ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
J. T. Tou

COMPuteT Saiece LAibora"i
Northweater Uniwrsity

Evanston, llifnoit

TASK NO. NR 049-172 CONTRACT Nonr 1228(23)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-08-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with the research leading to ntw techniques for analysis and design
of digital adaptive and learning systems. The study aims at the d'velopment of fundamental
principles for the design of intelligent machines for controi and optimization.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the past contractual year this program has continued to be concerned with the
development of modern techniques for the optimum synthesis of digital control systems, the
terminal control of systems with distributed energy constraints, general stability theory, system
optim*zation Vla learning and adaptation, study of associative memor, system for control.

Extending the method of coordinate transformation, we have developed an alternative
solution to the time-optimal control problem. A control algorithm is developed for the deter-
mination of the optimum control law on the basis of the principle of optimality and the geometric
structure of certain regions of the state space. The control law is expressed in the form of an
algorithm which may be readily realized as an on-line digital controller.

Some efforts have been devoted to terminal control of systems with distributed energy con.
straints. We consider a linear ne order time-varying system subject to r control signals. The
control interval is subdivided into a sequence of k control subintervals with duration t. We ha•v
determined control vectors Laj) for the jA subinterval to minimize the Euclidean norm of the
terminal error vector subject to certain constraints on the control vector, which aie expressed
in terms of vectors in the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Making use of r"wintar programming.
we have developed a computational algorithm for determining the control vectors. We have
developed some general stability theory for control systems.

Study on svstent optimization via learning and adaptation has been continued. We have
derived algorithms for the determitation of optimal control. Based upon the observed informa.
tion pattern oi the sst'en. the learning controller determines the a posteriori probability and
updates the data requr.,d in the optimization process

RK uT R ORM TS OR IPUBICATIONS

"Optimum Control of Discrete- Systems Subect to Saturation,' J. T. T-'!% Pro. IEEE.
Januavi 1964.

"ISvnthesis ol Discrete Systems Subject to ControlSignal Saturation." J. T. -tu,Jewn1 of
tWt Fni•l In g,. Ma* 1964.
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"Determination of the Inverse Vandermonde Matrix," JT. Tou, IEEE Trans. on Automatic
Control, July 1964.

"On the Design of a learning System for Control," V. Ivanenko andJ. T. Tou, in C mputer
and Information Sciences, Spartan Book Co., Washington, D.C (1964).

"On Some Problems in Cybernetic Medicine," J. T. Tou, Proc. of the Third International
Society of Cybernetic Medicine (1964).

"Systematic Design of Cryotron Logic Circuits," C. C. Yang and J. T. Tou, Proc., Fall Joint• ~Compuer Conference (1!964).

"System Optimization via Learning and Adaptation," J. T. Tou, presented at the Inter-
national Conference on Microwaves, Circuit Theory, and Information Theory, Tokyo, Japan,
September 1964.

"Time-Optimal Control of Discrete Systems Subject to Input Saturation," J. T. Tou and
W. J. Hankley, Technical Report No. 105, Computer Sciences Laboratory, Northwestern
Univ-!rsity (1964).

"Learning, Adaptation and Control in information Systems, Pt. I," J. T. Tou, H. C. Hsieh,
0. P. Szego, T, T. Lin, and P. P. Nuspl, Technical Report No. 106, Computer Sciences Labora-
tory, Northwestern University (1964).

"Dynamic Programming and Modern Control Theory," J. T. Tou, a chapter in Progress
in Control Engineering, Vol. III, Academic Press, Inc., London, England (1964).

"Modern Synthesis of Discrete Control Systems," j. T. Tou, a lecture delivered at NAA
Symposium on Theory and Applications of Modern Control (1964).

"Information Science and Neuro-cybernetics," J. T. Tou, a lecture delivered at the Uni-
versity of Missouri (1964).

"Optimal Control Theory," H. C. Hsieh, a lecture delivered at the University ot California,
Los Angeles (1964).

"Modern Control Theory" (book), J. T. Tou, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York (1964).
"Computer and Information Sciences" (book), J. T. Tou and R. H. Wilcox (Eds.), Spartan

Book Co., Washington, D.C. (1964).
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V 7.

FERROELECTRICITY AND FERROELECTRIC MATERIALS

H. WIEDER

U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Corona, California

TASK NO. NR 048-119 CONTRACT Nonr PO-1-008

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with formulating and testing general theories concerning ferroelec-
tricity and ferroelectric materials in order to facilitate use of the phenomena in computer de-
vices. The programs are concerned primarily with certain crystalline solid materials which have
a net polar moment and a reversibl. bistable, spontaneous polarization.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The growth and synthesis of large, (5 cm1 or larger) tabular ferroelectric crystals of tri-
glycine sulfate (TGS) was completed. Such crystals with a preferential orientation of the fer-
roelectric axis in the plane of the crystal are desired in order to obtain large single-domain
regions suitable [or the fabrication of information storage cells. Monovalent ions introduced
into the solution in which the TGS crystal is grown, were found to produce such a prefe:ential
growth. The ferroelectric and dielectric properties of such crystals were related to the spatial
dispersion of the spontaneous polarization and internal biasing fields. The investigation of
the pyroelectric response in the u-wave region of hydrogen-bonded ferroelectric crystals
continues with emphasis on pyroelectric modulation of triglycine suliate.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

"External Habit Modification and Ferroelectr~c Properties of TGS," H. H. Wieder and C.
R. Parkerson, Journal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids, 25, 241-245 (1964). sent to distribu.
tion list.

"Pyroelectric Sensitivity of Triglycine Sulfate Detectors," David J. White. NOLC Report
60 1, July 1, 1964. Sent to distribution list.

"Pyroelectrk Response of Triglycine Sulfate to Amplitude Modulated X-band Signals,"
David J. White (to be published in the Journal of Applied Physics. December 1964).
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E SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE RESEARCH

J. LINVILL
Stanford University

Pah) AIho, (7ai~forniaI

4 PRINCIPAL ASSOCIATE: J.F. GIBBONS

*TASK NO. NR 048-122 CONTRACT Nonr 2'25(31)

PROJ. NO. R.R 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with studies of semic onductor phenomena and devices which have
some potential for utilization in futu.re Navy electronic equi pment. These studies include the
surface pro~perties of semniconductors, high-frequency voltage-variable capacitors, and efficient
means of controlling both thc lifetime and electrical properties of semiconductors.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

For the present y eai aitcrnti.- o as been uirected to the study of electro-optical phenomena
and in particular to the use of'such phenomena in electro-optical computers. The requirement
in an electro-optical computer of a to~wer* gain e-inent is basic. The need is apparent in 'logic
circuits where a logic output must drive a nu4mber of inpui, ports. In the event that the inpuz
is optical and die outputs are optical, one must have power gain betwcen the ports, possibly in-
volving an opto-electronic and eiectro-optical tran~sducers in tandem. This combination consists
of electronic detectors of light and luminescenv devices driven electrically.'

The gain and speed proc ?rties ( f scverai basic structures have been studied. These have
included:

(a) A reverse-biased semiconductor diode a,; :t detector in series with at number of injection
lunii~iesceat dliodes (I i.fs) as output elements.

(b) A rese.addi~xd, dri~ in-i~ ti ransistor base with it serie% of I[LD's in) thle collector
circuit.

(c) Sinialar arrangtmetit to (b), but witn it field-ef'fect tranlsistor vniploved.
Ey.valuiiort. ý)-hr r ia to d-, .t% raa&lo, `)r prtseiadl feasible devices of ihe classes indicated

above reveal that tlw% are several orders ofinagll.?lide pxurer thaoi co~rrespond~liing ll-electrtonic
elements in the seniaconductor famiil%. A basic need at this Ixoint in the optical computer area
is the insention of ai~g~ic~t bettei gain element.

RECENT REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONai

"Cittr uit with L~ogarithmic 1ranskfr Resixaise."J. F. (#.ahI~ns ani! H. S. Horn. IEFEETrans.
on (art uit Theor%. CT- 1l. No. 3. Septunibcr 9G4. pp. 3*-14

'Aeasureanent of' the lemipe!rature 1)ependame (if Minorit% C arrier Aloilit% III .a Iran-
~sitor Baisv Regitin." Tsu-tbnn Siwti, StanfOrd Flet tirovwiat, )d(ai~ t Reko%;rt 4819 -.'
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ELECTRON SPIN ECHO STORAGE

W. MAIN

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
Palo Alto, California

TASK NO. NR 048-125 CONIIRACT Nonr 2541(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with research leading toward a serial type computer memory uti-
lizing electron spin echoes. With the method of electron magnetic resonance, radio frequency
energy in the form of pulses can be stored serially and recalled at an arbitrary later time within
the relaxation time of the spin sample.I

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPUSHMENTS

A broadband microwave spin echo memory element has been developed as an outgrowth
our original zero field spin echo measurements. This memory element operates without disper-
sion over a bandwidth in excess of 3.2 kMc (7.6-10.8 kMc) in microwave X-band in the absence
of an external magnetk field. A non-resonant helical slow wave structure is used to contain the
active paramagnetic material, praseodymium doped calcium fluoride. Because of the coupling
efficiency of the slow wave structure driving power requirements are low, -less than one watt
for command pulses. Storage times of 20 microseconds in the first-in !ast-out type storage mode,
and over 100 microseconds for the first-in first-out type storage mode have been obtained.
Operation is currently at liquid he!iumn temperatures.

Work is now underway to determine the total zero field bandwidth of this material, which is
expected to be substantially greater than 3.2 kMc, and to further improve the efficiency of this
memory element. Measurements to determine the storage times at higher temperatures are
also being conducted.

Preliminary studies of possible applications of microwave spin echo phenomena as delay
lines for radar and ECM systems have indicated several txssible application- in these areas.
It is anticipated that related developmental work will be undertaken.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

.4iowadoaws Zmt Fuield Spectra of (CaC,)F by Spin Echo Techniuquies. D. F. Kaplan. NMeeting-in-
Minattire, Arnerican (hemical Societv. Berkeley, 17 December 1963 (Invited Oral Presentatiin).

.4ppahton oJ Elfr.ro" Spin Echo Resonan•e Phenumena, M. \1. Sier-a. Technical Report No. 4,
June 1964. Owntract NOnr 2541(M0). lt".kheed Missiles and Space Co.
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CRYOTRON RESEARCH

J. ROGERS

Space Technology Laboratories
Redondo Beach, California

TASK NO. NR 048-126 CONTRACT Nonr 2542(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with research on cryotrons and cryotron circuitry to determine their
efficiency for logic and memory operations. Emphasis is on logical design of cryotron switching
networks, fabrication techniques for large arrays and measurement of switching parameters of
those arrays.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In the past year the major emphasis has been on the fabrication of test matrices of 900
crvotrons. The cryotrons use 0.001 inch wide lead controls and 0.010 inch wide tin gates. The
insulating films are formed by electron bombardment of a thin film of silicone oil. The recent
difficulties associated with successful fabrication' have usually been of a random nature and
involve such things as dust particles blocking control slits, maintenance of mask alignment, and
control of vipor source parameters.

The superconducting properties of a number of matrices have been measured. It has been
shown that the properties of the cryotrons are not affected by repeated cycling between room
temperature and liquid helium temperature. Preliminary tests of the uniformity of the cryotrons
on a given substrate indicate that a uniformity of ± 10% can be realized by using a pair of con-
trol masks and choosing the best of the 900 control slits from the pair.

Concurrently, research has continued on the logical design of associative memory circuits.
A design has been chosen which utilizes the same 900 cryotrons which comprise the matrix and
which incorporates the experience gained from the matrix analysis. The memory will consist
of 15 words/plane of 10 bits each. Layout of the circuits and design of the interconnection
mask has been completed.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Technical Report. "Low Temperature Computing Elements." TRW Space Technology
Laboratories, 8971-6009-RU-000; March 1964.

H. T. Mann, "Electrical Properties of Thin Polymer Films. Part I. Thickness 500-2500 ,m"
J. ApMi. Phys., Vol. 35. pp. 2173.2179; July 1964.

A. J. Learn and R. S. Spriggs. "Superconductivity of High Agglomerated Indium Film-.,"
ij. .4pp! Phu.. P t be published.
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MICROMINIATURIZED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

C. ROSEN

Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park, California

PRINCIPAL ASSOCIATE: K. SHOULDERS

TASK NO. NR 048-145 CONTRACT Nonr 2887(00)

PROJ. NVD. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with development of new means of fabricating complex circuits
and high-density high-speed electronic data storage through the use of electron beam micro-
miniaturization techniques. This unique approach employs a beam of electrons controlled
through an electron microscope to etch out circuits on a resistive material. It is contemplated
that the entire process can be programmed and directed by a suitable computer. Hopefully
this program will lead to a document storage system with a capacity of 1010 to 1012 bits per
square inch and with data recording and retrieval rates between 107 and 1010 bits per second.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Research is continuing on electron-beam-activated resist formation and molecular- beam
etching processes fui- machining filrns of refractory metals and dielectrics, to produce mnulti-
layer active and piassive electronic structures in the sub-micron size range. Two new resist-
forming materials were investigated and found to have a resolution of better than 100 angstrom
units, as well as other desirable properties. Ani experimental search for efficient molecuiar beam
etchants for aluminum oxide and molybdenum is under way. When full%. developed, this
microinachining technology can be applied to the formation of a surface having 10' micron-
size field -em ission tubes per square inch. A complete electronic system of l01l components
occupying a one-inch cube is envisioned. The active surfaces will be produced completely within
a fully-instrumented, ultra-high-vacuumi chamber, with versatile external m~echanical manipula-
tors, rapid accessibility, and 4900 0C bakeout capability for bothi chamber and institumsentation
conlstituting its notable features. Mlost of the high temperature accessories, which include a
high-resiolut ion electtron-optical systeat, a qtiacruptole mass spectrometer, el'-ctron multipliers,
source lmateriak evaporators. atid evaiporatiol rate monitors, have been developed. Concurrent
research on optical intercoupling bet'veeii microni-site devires yielded thin-film photon genera-
tot's %%ith adeut'e1I gain-bandwidth products. A m-arch for suitable photon receptors was started.
ReseaI Ii is 1wiing cotiduclvel oni new iuihn-ranztinconcepts. nameh.: (1) performing
logit h% pa, .illdl inft rinaltio,'1 tianisfer between two micromachined storage surfaces. using
victiri'-optkcal leitlttiues: (2) idrtitif~ ing andtiusing mnemor%, logic, and tranisfer functionls in
or'bilinig anld in1teractinig cekttuimls withinl %paciall% -periodic fields..

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

A jpalwr v~ititkA-rouar4).tf compk-x Svste is." h% l(. R. Shitulders. wvas presented ~at the
%Irolt tro k s.md large S~swrm% S% mpoium ini Was-hinigtt. l).(:. mi M$ Novemnber 14.64.

- A %hort artit Ic entitled ( .. thtd4)ulltemitWMix tif T'hin Films Containing RAre-Varth
(xide%.' In W. W. liairn and.1 R. E~. \t'ers. has Ixcrn suibmittedIa tI ppled Phvtirj l.ettwrs.
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NEUPI STOR DEVICES

M. GREEN
Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California

4 TASK NO. NR 048-158 CONTRACT Nonr 3212(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is intended (1) to study the theoretical system properties that are possible with
neuristor devices, and (2) to study both analytically and experimentally the potential realization
possibilities of neuristor devices.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the past year project effort has been divided about equally between experimental
and theoretical studies. Our experimental work has been directed toward the realization of
distributed-parameter neuristors based on superconductive effects. In these devices a "pulse"
comprises a thermally induced region of normal conductivity that propagates along a super-
conductive path of small cross-sectional area. A typical circuit configuration consists of a long
"narrow itber of a oapercoihductor, such as tin, vapor deposited on a conductive substrate (e.g.,
a thin layer of copper on glass). When biased with a current near the critical value, interfaces
between normal and superconductive regions of the fiber are observed to propagate at velocities
that can be as high as 100,000 cm/sec. The division of current between the normal fiber and the
conductive substrate provides a mechanism that is theoietically adequate to induce recovery to
the superconductive state after passage of a thermal pulse. In practice, however, it is difficult
to achieve a reliable recovery process in completely distributed versions of the device. Although
feasibility has been demonstrame the construction of p, tctical neuristors based on this concept
appears to require improvements both in superconductor materials prope, ties and in fabrication
techniques.

Theoretical work has continued the attempt to chat .cterize neuristor oulse propagatica as
a prope:cv of distributed active pro.esses. Most of the important features of neuristor behavior
can be illustrated and analyzed with reference to a diffusion-type (R-C) transmission line ,on-
taining shunt elements whose conductance is sometimes negative depend ,g on local values of
line excitation (current, voltage, and the time d,. ivatives of these quantities). We have studied
such lines from a formal mathematical standpoint and also carried out many digital-computer
simulations of lines based on this modtel. An ade(quate treatment of pulse stability conditions
has been worked out leading to meant for snthesiiing lines with different types of pulse interac-
tion behavior. These neuristor nmdels have some direct and inmeresting interpretations with
"respe"t to axon lprowesses.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

Interim Reliort 8, "Prelamin.,rv Filbi)ilit% Stud% of Sul,,rtcondurti~e Ne.aristo I)e%(ite%."
D). R. Chamber%, (Augus' 1964).

Final le(hnk-al Relprt. "Modes of Neur,,tor lN-4rolgatio,: A .-itu(lin V I taibuted AttiVt
Prvixe<," M. W. Green and ti. 1). (rane. (S.ptember IlN14).
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SMICROMINIATURIZED DATA STORAGE

C. ROSEN

Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park, California

PRINCIPAL ASSOCIATE: K. SHOULDERS

TASK NO. NR 048-171 CONTRACT Nonr 3449(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task is concerned with development of new means of fabricating complex circuits
and high-density high-speed electronic data storage through the use of electron beam micro-
miniaturization techniques. This unique approach employs a beam of electrons controlled
through an electron microscope to etch out circuits on a resistive material. It is contemplated
that the entire process can be programmed and directed by a suitable computer. Hopefuilly
this program will lead to a document storage system with a capacity of 1010 to 1012 bits per
square inch and with data recording and retrieval rates between 107 and 1010 bits per second.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Techniques are being investigated for micromachining thin films of refractory materials
on st.titable substrates, for applications to high-density information storage. The basic approach
involves the use of an ek'ctron beam to acti ate a chemical resist material in predetermined
patterns on the film to be machined, followed by etching of the unprotected areas. The patterns
produced would represent permanently stored information per se, or can be structured in
multilayers to form mosaics containing large numbers of identical storage elements on which
information can be written, retrieved, and erased. An electron-optical system that maintains
microinch dimensional and alignment stability after 900WC bakeout, for use in micromachining
and information processing, is almost ready for initial tests. Storage surfaces will be produced
;4d investigated in a versatile ultra-high-vacuum chamber having 900*C bakeout capability for
both chamber and instrumentation. Most instruments required have been developed, including
a mass spectrometer, mating electron multiplier, manipulators, materials evaporators and
controllers. A radial electron multiplier, for use with electron-optical systems, is still required.
A resolution of 250 angstroms will permit the formation and use of 10' bit fields by electronic
scanning alon'- suitable substrate manipulators will yield surfaces with 101t bits per square inch.
With proposed binary deflection systems, random atcess to elemenms within any 10' bit field is
believed possible in 10-4 seconds. Current work also includes investigation of mikroelement
configurations and exploration of novel ideas for performing storage and logic by parallel in-
formation transfer between two micromachined surfaces, using electron-optical techniques.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

A paper entitled "A Bakeable. )istributed-Dynode Multiplier." by C. A. Spindt and K. R.
4 .Shoulders. was presented at the Seventh National Cenference on Tube Techniques in New

York Citv on 28 September 1964. Ih was also submitted to the Review of Sdceifr Imfshwiattms
for publication.
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OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY

N. KAPANY

Optics Technology
Belmont, Caifornia

TASK NO. NR 048-190 CONTRACT Nonr 4333(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

This contract involves investigation of various techniques for optical information processing.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Theoretical and experimental studies have been initiated into those characteristics (if
active (laser) and passive fiber optics elements which may offer potential application to logical
gates in computers. Various types of neodymium-doped glasses have been drawn into fibers.
These fibers have been fabricated in seieral sizes, with and without a glass coating, and tested
with respect to lasing threshold and signal characteristics in different pumping geometries.
Such fibers, pumped below threshold. have been used to amplify the signal from a lasing fiber.
"Hair trigger mode" operation has also been achieved by end-pumping fiber which is side-
pumped below threshold. Finally, a method of calculating the "beat length" between parallel
fibers has been formulated ;ad the associated resonant coupling between adjacent fibers has
been demonstrated experimentally.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

N. S. Kapany. "Fiber Optics and the L.aser," presented at the New York Academy of
Scientes Conference on the [.aser, New York, New York. \fav 4-5. 1964. To be published in
the Proceedings.
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PHOTOCHROMIC MATERIALS FOR
DATA STORAGE AND DISPLAY

R. ANDES

UNIVAC, Division of Sperry Rand Corporation
St. Paul, Minnesota

TASK NO. NR 048-194 CONTRACT Nonr 4583(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this task is to conduct research on photochromic materials and on methods

of utilizing such materials for data storage and display.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Initially, this program. has been concerned with investigations of selected photochromic
compounds, in order to obtain a better understanding of their capabilities and of the mecha-
nisms of photochromic processes. Compounds being investigated are anils, especially those
prepared from salicylaldehyde or substituted saficylaldehyde and an aromatic amine.

Many anils are polymorphic; these polymorphs behave differently when irradiated. Di-
salicylidene m-phenylenediamine, when crystallized below 50'C is fluorescent and thermo-
chromic but not photochromic. When crystallized above 60"C, the form obtaired is photo-
chromic but not fluorescent or thermochromic. Salicylidene aniline crystallizes in at least three
forms: one is fluorescent but not photochromic; two are photochromic but not fluorescent or
thermochromic. The photochromic forms are changed from yellow to red by near ultraviolet,
and from red to yellow by visible light. One photochromic form has unusually good retention
of the red state in the dark. The two photochromic forms show slight differences in infrared
absorption spectra, indicating a difference in molecular configuration. No significant differ-
ences, other than color, were found between the yellow and red photochromic states of a given
material.

A few photochromic anils, such as salicylidene A-naphthylamine and salicylidene 3. 4-
xylidene, are switched from yellow to red by visible light, but are little affected by ultravkolet
radiation. The latter compound is unusual also in that one crystalline form shows fluorescence,
thermochromism, and photochromism.

Since polymeric materials have desirable properties for producing films or coatings, three
polymeric anils were prepared. These were fluorescent and thermochromic but not photo-

chromic.

RECENT REFORTS OR UUCATIONS

None.
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TANTALUM CLAD COMPOSITES FOR ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITOR MATERIALS

H. OGDEN

Batteile Memorial Institute
Columbus, Ohio

TASK NO. NR 048-200 CONTRACT Nonr 4478(00)

"• ~PROJ. NO. RR 003-09-01

TASK DESCRIPTION

The objectives of the research program are to investigate techniques for producing metal-
lograpbically bonded tantalum clad foil composites and to evaluate the electrical characteristics
capacitance, dc leakage, dissipation factor of anodized material. Satisfactory electrical and
mechanical stability of such composite structures (versus solid tantalum) could lead to signifi-
cant reductions in the amount of high purity materials presently used in electrolytic capacitors.
The metals being evaluated as potential low cost core materials include (1) commerical purity
tantalum, (2) columbium, (3) titanium, and (4) aluminum. Thin layers of high purity tantalum
are being joined to each core metal utilizing (1) gas pressure bonding, (2) hot roll cladding,
and/or (3) cold roll cladding.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Preliminary studies have deronstrated the feasibility of producing high quality Ta-Ta,

Ta-Cb, and Ta-Ti foil composites using both the hot and cold roll cladding techniques. Opti-
mum rollirg and annealing schedules to minimize interdiffusion and/or interstitial contam-
ination during hot processing have not vet been established. Hot rolling temperatures of
14507 (Ta-Ti) and 20007 (Ta-Ta, Ta-Cb) to effect bonding have giwen good results. Cold
reductions of 50-65 percent in one pass followed by a vacuum heat treatment have been used to
fabricate each of these composites by cold roll cladding. The I a-Al composite has not yet been
successfully prepartd by cold roll cladding.

Electrkal studies h-,6V been initiated on 10-mil-thick composites of Ta-Ta, Ta-Cb. and Ta-
Ti produced b%, hot roll cladding and a Ta-Cb composite produced by (old roll cladding.
C(ontrol studies are being c.;ndticted on solid tantalum foil at several impurity levels and on
material tabricated by hcýt and cold procesming.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLJICATIONS

None.
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CRYOGENIC ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY RESEARCH

J. ROGERS

Space Technology Laboratories
Redondo Beach, California

TASK NO. NR 348-002 CONTRACT Nonr 38?q(00)

PROJ. NO. RR 003-10-02

TASK DESCRIPTION

This task involves research leading to associative memories of advanced capability, includ-
ing the performance of simple computations in parallel throughout the memory itself. In
particular, techniques which lend themselves to cryogenic implementation are ýConsidered.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The form of associative memory with the greatest promise of versatility for computation
and information retrieval incorporates a number of tag bits in each word which may be written
into independently as a result of an interrogation. Several design variations have been con-
sidered in which different interrogation results initiate tag writing, and the effect of the cho3ice
on the efficiency of a number of operations has been studied.

One method of resolving multiple responses to an interrogation is an ordered readout on
a field which uniquely identifies each record. An economical address bit has been designed for
this purpose which requires only one cryotron per work for each two address digits. A tag bit
circuit has been designed which allows a tag field in each word to function as a parallel countcr.
Operation of the normal tag bit as a counter requires sequential operation on the digits of the
count field for each count increase.

Consideration has been given to !he use of an associative memory for statistical problems
such as the determination of the median or other binary subdivision of a set of data. An ad-
vantage is realized in that no ordering of data is required but the efficiency of the metiod is
limited by the amount of record counting which must be done serially.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLIC(TIONS

J. I.. Rogers and A. Wolinsky. -A.sociative Meren)rn Algorithms and Their CryNoenic
Implementation," TRW Space fechnologt Laboratories. 8670-6007-RU-00; December 1965.

Final Summary Report. "Research on Cryogenic Associative Memories," TRW Spae:
Techtlolng. Laboratories. 8670-60N)8-RUC4NJO May 19(4.
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COORDINATED SCIENCE LABORATORY

D. kl.PERT

University o] Illinois

Urbana, Illinois

TASK NO. NR 341-015 C;ONTRACT DA 36-039-SC-56695

PROJ. NO. RR 0 11-02-02

TASK DESCRIPTION

Trhe purpose of this task is to provide tni-service support of a large university laboratory.
Research is centered upon subjects of direct application to military problems.

SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(Note: this summary is limited to items of interest in the information sciences and does
not cover all research at the Coordinated Science Laboratory.)

In studies relating to computer analysis of systems, the problem of the generation of
network trees without duplication has been solved. Necessary and sufficient conditions for
the realizability of a completely specified synchronous machine as a quasilinear sequential
machine have been -found. The relationship between terminal capacities for a lossv communica-
tion net have been determined. Work on an automatic teaching system (PLATO) is progressing
toward a 20 station teaching systemn for dialogues between machine and student. A compiler
to allow teachers to prepare teaching logics for the PLATO system is complete. In the area
of automatic control, a neil comparison sensitivity has been introduced arnd applied to problems
in feedback sy-stem svnthesis. New results relazing to system stability, sy'stem optimization.
and rendezvous strategies have been reptorted. Cond itions for the realizability of a given matrix
as the A (state) matrix of an RLC half-r'-senerate network have been found. A general pro.-
cedure for the design of netiuork to acc ,mp!is*0 the broadband matchi ng of aci arbitrary load
to ai source has been g~iven. lit studies of tiot1iltiar etluationls. perixdic soiuIons to thle gen'.
trali;zed Liciiard equation have beeni investigated. an(l the paratmetric ap~pro~ach has been used
to give lle%: te-chniques f~ lr thle analy'sis oftitonlineina netiuorks. The. plas~ma (dea% line is at new%
(otilpi ment I"Or information systeillis; signals (alrtied h% tle(tr1101of 01i i~t) I .1 kI PIstr field

% anibie deLh.%- iie h~a~ h eta- (lelawd~ its intiuch as 501 iicroseconds over at distance of 3 inches.

RECENT REPORTS OR PUBLICATIONS

(List limited to publiations of' interest in the infortmation stietlces.)

R. B. Ash. "Fut~itaer Disttussloi ofGaie( (ItnI tI~~itssihim (:hatmel." I,,/l,.mat,,. and(

(:ntri,atu' Vol. 7. pp. 78-83, Nfart Ii I %.
P. G~ limaunfeld adI( L. 1). h bski k. 'llw Fiir Of av AutiIE~tidti ( I bItart S~ sttin litt 1 rat It.

11mg." IRE. 1'rJfl-aatIEJoA fot Edmurfatops. Vol. 1'.1. Scleteinbel lDt~ ethet I i.ti3.

R. %I. Ri A'. i. R. I). .t'ilks. J. F~. Stif . ',otd R. L.. I'togdoit. ll.. CS:X- ICompe.- IEi-
I,011%. ap! Flrtwntr, (:iimpiikt'. Vol. F( .113.'jitir 196t4.
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D. H. Cooper. "Compensation for Tracing and Tracking Error,"j. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 11,
pp. 318-322, October 1963.

D. H. Cooper, 'Integrated Treatment of Tracing and Tracking Error,"]. Audio Eng. Soc.,
Vol. 12, pp. 2-7, January 1964.

D. H. Cooper, "Binary Quantization of Signal Amplitudes: Effect for Radar Angular
Accuracy," IEEE Trams. on Aerospace uand Navigational Electronics, Vol. ANE-1 11, pp. 65-72, March
1964.

J. B. Cruz, Jr., and WV. R. Perkins, "A New Approach to the Sensitivity Problem in Multi-
variable Feedback Systemn Design," IEEE Trans. on Au:ornatic Control, Vol. AC-9, pp. 216-223,
July 1964.

JB. Cruz, Jr., and W. R. Perki is, "The Role of Sensitivity in the Design of Multivariable
Linear Systems," Proc. NEC, Vol. 20, pp. 742-745, October 1964.

J. B. Cruz, Jr., "Progress in Time-Varying and Active Circuit Theory," IEEE Trans. on
Circuit Theory, Vol. CT-i11, pp. 6-10, March 1964.

A. Dervisoglu, "Bashkout's A Matrix for Active RLC Networks," IEEE Trans. on Circuit
Theory, Vol. CT- i 1, pp. 404-406, September 1964.

D. Gieseking, "An Optimum Bistable Controller for Increased Missile Autopilot Per-
formance," IEEE Trans. on Automatic Control, Vol. AC-8, pp. 306-11, October 1963.

B. L. Hicks, "Estimation of the Spectruma Function for Small Wind Waves," in Ocean Wave
Spectra (Proceedings of a Conference arranged by the Natioi, dil Academy of Sciences), pp. 95. 99,
Prentice-Hall (1963).

D. S. Humphreys, "Equiripple Network Approximation Using Iteration Techniqucz;,"
Proc. NIEC, Vol. 20, pp. 753-758, October 1964.

H. W. Knoebel, "The Electric Vacuum Gyro: Pinpoint for Polaris Launching," Control
Engineering, Vol. 11. pp. 93-98, February 1964.

IV. R. Perkins and J. B. Cruaz, Jr.. "Trhe Parameter Variation Problem in State Feedback
C'ontrol Systems," Proc. joint Automatic Control Conference, pp. 170-174 (June 1964; to appear
inl Trans. ASME (1964)).

R. A. Rohrer and NI. Sobral, Jr.. "Sensitivity Considerations in Optimal System Design."
Pro(. NEC. V'ol. 20. pp. 746-747, October 1964.

R. A. Acilhrer, "Transformation Techniques for the Applicatiorn of' Liapunov's Direct
Mlethod," IEEE Trans. on Circaug T1,eery. Vol. CT-l11, pp). 171-173, March 1964.

R. A. Rohrver, "Minimnum Sensi~i~ilt% RC-NIC Driving-Point Synthesis," IEEE Trans. on
(:ii-cuw TheorN', Vocd. CT-1. lpp. 442-443, S eptember 1963.

\ I. E. \ 'an \Valkenburg, "Progress lit Passive Circuit T heor%," IEEE Trans. on Circuit Theorn,
Vol. CT- 11. pp. 3.6. March 1964.

S. 1). .- gashe. "Role of the G~eneralized L~ips~hitz Condition in Fiinite-Time Stability and
ini ah lie )rntion of the Maximum Pritwiple,'"Jutne 19%4.

J1. K. Aggarwa!L "A Study of Nonlinear Second Order Systems," July 19-64.
R. A. A w,"Oet'ection ol Rate Changes ili Peri( 1(1W Pheatlomlena.'1

1-. Bakriard. "S\ nt hesis ob1 Pauhaihilistik (omit~ivicaaatioat Nets." Mav 1 964.
Keattieth1 lE. Baac her. 'Sjk'ed I ndepe'udtiut \'mi Realilationl%." \a' I VW4.

\1 , 11iatir. "Sll-D1'td uiuirN inll :lilitaii N tat%ing I n"t rut tioat i\ Mral% lit tile
PIl IT) S11111ulatd I.Aht nantil % .'' D~eet c~ie 190i.

II. N'. ( 11.111g, () ~a~-Ij 1  st-quelmaei M~ Iat 11 ila% .' jo hil 91%.
WK. ;hit'ia. "Sm ~ile .pplic tal' hla% it I l.II (.al .p%' ta 6
1-(). ( hua miud R. A. Robuv, -a.Nmi tlitivai Ncti i'. nliiab %i% Fhe1 11.ua,,,taailt Appi -a'ili.-

- . Itall 1464.1
O.m.( ' i.1l.. lald W.. W. Pea kIaa%. "A Ne \~p11141t Ii0 t I dlet Svea.1i%ll\ a 1,a 'ablean ill Nhlti1-

~.i tble. Fct'ilb.1 L S\%wlcu l1it...11ai " .Naau%.t lkii.
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J. B. Cruz, Jr., and W. R. Perkins, "The Sensitivity of General Multivari:-able Feedback
Sys~ems," August 1964.

A. Dervisoglu, "Bashkow's A Matrix for Active RLC Networks," July 1963.
A. Dervisoglu, "Realization of the A-Matrix of Half-Degenerate RLC Networks," July 1964.
D. M. Diamond.. "Minimization of Atmospheric Turhu1ence Effects on High-Resolution

Synthetic Aperture Systems," September 1963.
George G. Dodd, "Principles and Applications of Unistor Graphs," July 1964.
J. A. Easley, Jr., H. M. Gelder, and W. M. G,'olden, "A PLATO Program for Instruction

and Data Collection in Mathematical Problem Solving," January 1964.
Bruce D. Elliott, "An Extension of Dasher Synthesis," August 1964.
J. C. Elsey, "An Algorithm for the Synthesis at Large Sequential Switching Circuits,"

May 1963.
D. Gieseking, "Conirol of Co-operative Systems: The Rendezvous Problem," .July 1964.
S. J. Kahne, "On Direct Fixed Time Optimization of Invertible Systems," June 1963.
J. Kruus, "Upper Bounds for the Mean Life of Self-Repairing Systems," July 1965.
E. Manning, "A Performance Measure for Game-Playing Programs," May 1964.
W. Mayeda and S. Seshu, "G3enerations of Trees Without Duplications," July 1964.
W. Mayeda and M. E. Van Valkenburg, "Properties of Lossv Communication Nets," April 1,

1964.
W. Mayeda, "Application of Linear Graphs to Electrical Networks, Switching N nworks

and Communication Nets." April 1964.
W. Mayeda, "Properties of Classes of Paths," May 1964.
W. Mayeda, "Pseuido Cuts and Their Applications," July 1964.
W. R. Perkins and J. B. Cruz, Jr., "The Parameter Variation Problem in State Feedback

Control Systems," October 1963.
Peter Ponzo and Nelson Wax, "On Certain Relaxation Oscillaitions: Confining Regions,"

July 1964.
Peter Ponzo and Nelson Wax, "On Certain Relaxation Oscillations: Asymptotic Solutions,"

July 1964.
M. Raeth.ýr and D. L. Bitzer, "Design and Performance of the Polarity Coincidence De-

tector,' Augus! 1963.
J. Resh, "On Networks and Bi-Compkete Graphs," July 1963.
R. A. Rohrer and J. P. Herner, "Optimal Matching of Nonlinear n-Port Networks," July

1964.
R. A. Rohrer and M. Sobral, Jr., "The Euler-Poisson Equation and Optimal Linear Control,"

July 1963.
R. A. Rohrer and Mf. Sobral, Jr.. "Optimal Linear Switching for Singular Linear Systems,"

.%arch 1964.
R. A. Rohrer and M. Sobral. Jr., "Optimal Singular Solution for Linear. Mfulti-Input

Systems," April 1964.
R. A. Rohrer. J. Resh, an'd R. Hoyt, "D~istributed Networks Svyithesis and Approxinla-

lion iii the Time Domain." July 1964.
R. A. Rohrer and \f. So)bi jl. Jr.. "Sensitivity (onsidetitio~n% iii Optinial .seieig"

June 1961.
R. Rohrer, "[he Scattering \latrix: N0orm1aliled to C0Hmpk1X n-Por't IA~a( Network%."

\lay 1964.
S. Seshu, "On an lmiproud lMiagiiom. Progran," MIay 1%6.W
S. Seshiu. "Thrt 1.oilt Org-anitet- iad Di gnosis Ptoyramns." July 1464.

Mo N. Win. "Timne Optimaal Control of Non-tinear Sampled-D1tia Ss-zems." Slav 1964.
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